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This is a conversion of the Authentic Thaumaturgy Magical system,
Proposed by Isaac Bonewits, for the Dungeon and Dragon d20 system. The
conversion is not 100% Accurate and some thing have been simplified,
removed or added for convenience. This make it somewhat a totally new
system inspired by AT. This system was build from the 2nd edition of the
AT system reprinted in 1998. Some terms and names will be changed from the
original AT. This document will not recopy the Theorical information from
the AT Book except the essential to understand the rules, Therefore you
might need to read the book for more detailed theoric informations. 

AT is a magic system created by a occultist named Isaac Bonewits. 
He said that RPG magic system where made by people who knew nothing about
magic. So therefore, since he is an occultist, he decided to make a magic
system based on human occultism. He then wrote the book Authentic
Thaumaturgy ( AT ) currently published by Steve Jackson Games. The most
interesting part of the book is the theories and concept but not the
rules.  The rules systems priority was not to be playable, it was more
made to be adaptable to your favorite RPG system. This is why this system
used percentages for easier conversion.

I decided to convert the AT system to d20 because first because AT
contains a lot of interesting concepts; Second, I evaluated that the
conversion from a system to another could be easily done and third the D20
system use magical system that I consider outdated. Table top RPG games
have evolved. Today, the two worst errors you can do when creating a new
RPG system are : Using a class System, Using a spell List.  It seems that
D&D made both errors. Most modern RPG does not have classes and spell
lists anymore ( ex: White Wolf's RPG, GURPS, Heavy Gear )  because they
have understood that you cannot classify people and that a spell list
limit the activity of the mind. Is there a list of the movement you can do
with your body to limit the activity of your body ? No. 

The D&D magic System have major flaws in it. I tought that in the
3rd edition, the class system will be removed and a new magic system
looking like "Mage the Ascension" would have been made, unfortunately, it
was not the case. Here are the major flaws of the D20's magic system : 
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1- Instant Amnesia : You cast a spell and you forget it. That is the most
stupid rule ever made. The only reason why this rule exist is because the
rule makers thought that magic was too much abusive. Have you seen an
abusive wizard in D&D? I have never seen one and personally a level 25
fighter is much more dangerous than a level 25 Wizard. "Well, He can cast
meteor storm!" yeah, right. Everybody fear meteor storm but I have never
seen somebody cast it.

2-Memorizing : Following the same Idea is the limitation to plan in advance
which spell you are going to cast. How can you predict what you are going
to cast. You are limited to the number of spell you can cast and you must
also plan it in advance! Following this logic, there is a lot of chance
that you do not have the spell you need when you need it. Changing job
would give more productive results. And by the way, it's also annoying
to write on a paper which spell you memorize for the day)

3-Component : The idea a component is correct, it's just that the material
component does not have any logic with the spell ( ex: bat guano for FIRE
BALL ). Second, some material are so rare that it does not even worth
learning the spell ( ex: Diamond Powder, Vampire Powder, Specter Power (
definitely, this one I don't know how to get it ) ). Most spell use
material components and there is not way to do magic without them. Which
mean, you must carry all these tons of ingredients on you. If you lose 
them you somewhat, you are not a wizard anymore you are a commoner.

4-Magic Defense : A fighter is well protected vs physical attack but not
vs magical attacks. If you follow the same logic, a wizard should be well
protected vs magical attack but not vs physical one! Well a spell caster
in D&D have absolutely no protection vs magic even if they are a master of
the art. The only defense spells that exist can only be cast in advance so
there is no reaction defense. A wizard who receive a fireball won't be
more protected and he will probably die faster since he have less HP than
the Fighter. Which also means that Wizards duels are impossible ... or
don't last very long ( the wizard who wins initiative wins the duel ). 

The conversion of the AT system will solve these problems in
various ways without unbalancing the game. First, there won't be instant
amnesia, you can cast the spell as many time as you want and sometime it
will be essential for ritual spells. The memorizing will be removed. You
can use magic as many time as you wish ( a fighter don't have a limited
number of uses on his sword ) but you might run out of mana to boost your
spell. Which mean that these spells will be low in power. 

Some spell will require component material to invoke different
laws. But you are not obligated to cast a spell, you can use raw talent
which is done instantly without any process. But raw talent are harder to
perform because to succeed a spell casting you must make a roll ( which is
not the case in d20 ). Finally, wizard will be equiped with anti-psi powers
that will be used as free actions to protect themselves from magic during
combat. 

This magic system is complete itself and it does not work in
conjunction with any other magical rules from the D&D book. Therefore,
you must remove every rule or concept that has some relation with magic.
More precisely, you should remove the following stuff : 

Character : Spell Progression, Spell Learned per level
Meta-Magic Feat : New Feats will be made
Magic Item & Construction : Items related to spell casting only.
Spell List : Classic spells will be remade with AT rules as examples.
Arcane/Divine Magic : They are now all considered the same.
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This is the first untested edition of the converted system. I have

released it untested because I won't be testing it before a few months. So
releasing it will allow other people to test it. The biggest modifications
that could be needed is what I call "number adjustment". It consist of
changing a few values in the rules to balance the rules. This balance can
only be perceived through play testing. The other modifications could be
those related to the playability of the system. If some thing are too much
complex and slow down the combat procedures, I would need to cut and
simplify things. But don't worry, D20 system is already complex and have
slow combat procedures.

Take also note that English is not my native language. Even with a
spell checker and a revision of my document, there can be some errors.
Here is the table of contents :

--- Table of Content ---

Chapter 1 : Introduction
Chapter 2 : Psychic Talents
   Psychic Talents
   Minor gift talent
Chapter 3 : The Laws of Magic
Chapter 4 : Character Creations
   Classes
   Psychic Talents
   Multi Classing
   "Use Magic Item" skill modification
Chapter 5 : The rules
   Select a method
   Select a talent
      Raising Spell Difficulty
      Combining Talents
   Invoking Laws
   Channelling mana
      Mana raising Tapping
      Mana Channel Effect
   Cast your spell
   Anti-Psi and Counter magic
      Using Anti-psi
      Results of anti-psi
   Minor talent specific rules
   Concentration
   Ritual
   Ley-Lines
Chapter 6 : Magical Items
   Magic using Items
   Magic Item Creation
      Stat bonus Devices
      Tapping Devices
      Spell casting devices
Chapter 7 : Spells
   Learning Spells
   Spell Condensing
   Spell recipe Creation
   Spell Variations
Chapter 8 : Additional Information
   Worshiping
   Planes and Universes
   "Mage : the Ascension" correspondence
   D20 rules reinterpretation
      Spell Components
      Arcane spell Failure
      Monster spells and abilities
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   New talents and other world magic
   Optional rules
      Immunity to own magic
      Dispel own Spells
      Backward cumulative effects
   Rule Variations of Simplifications
      Spell talents and character talents
Chapter 9 : Conclusion
Appendix A : Abbreviation & Glossary
Appendix B : Magic User feats
Appendix C : Spell List Examples
Appendix D : Magic Item Examples
Appendix E : Reference Table List
Appendix F : Record sheets

>>>>>---------- Chapter 1 Introduction ---------->>>>>>>>>>

All magic users should remember this quote :

   "Spell is a PROCESS, Not a Thing",
   "Spell is a Process, NOT a thing",
   "Spell is a Process, Not a THING",
                                     Isaac Bonewits

At first Glance, the AT magic system seems like psionics powers. 
But according to Isaac Bonewits, these Psi-Powers are in fact magic. 
Psionics being only a variant of magic users.  All kind of magic : Arcane,
Divine and Psionic will use the same system. Each class will have
advantages of their own regarding magic but they all use the same psychic
talent. I don't know the Psionic rules for d20, but I strongly
suggest you replace them with these. If you want to make a classic
psionic with this system, I suggest making a sorcerer. 

Most of the rules in this system use the same rule logic of
the D&D system. For example, the psychic talents will use the same
model than the skills. So there is not much new rules logic to learn, I 
recuperate d20 rules and apply them somewhere else which makes it fits 
better to the d20 system.

The biggest changes from the original At system is the
implementation of target numbers since the original system rolls where
made vs personal stat instead of target difficulty. So I had to change
these probabilities for target number. Also consider that the probabilities
are not exactly the same as the original AT system. The probabilities are
set according to the D20 system. As you can see, spell are rolled and are
not automatically successful. The only good feature of magic in d20 was the
automatic success of spells but I don't mind sacrificing this feature to
get a better overall system. 

I have decided not to add any character attributes related to
magic. I have tried to stick to what the d20 system has proposed. Yes it
mean that the sorcerer will still cast with it's charisma ( totally
illogic, but must keep some compatibility ). Magic using will need an
additional Character Sheet. First, they need to record some variables like
the number of mana you can set in a spell, the Mana Point available, the
Psychic Talent skill list, and the names and ranks of the spells learned. 
Some spells will be in this document, but if you create new ones, write it
in a book to make it available to all characters ( when they learn them ). 

The greatest problem with a too much open magic system is limiting
the imagination of the player. A fighter know the limitation of his
character's movement because he knows what a human being can do in our 
world. But magic does not exist in our world ( some can argue about
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this, especially Isaac Bonewits ) which makes it difficult to know what 
can or can't be done. This is why this magic system use a law of physics
that is called the law of conservation : "Nothing is Created, Nothing is
Lost". You cannot create things but you can move or transform it which
makes it look like if it was created.

Here is a resume of the procedure to follow for spell casting :

1- Method : The method consist of using either spells or raw talent.
The spell will impose talents required,various components and some
casting time but will be easier to perform. While raw talent are instant
and will give you freedom of action but are harder to perform.

2- Talents : You must select which psychic talents you are going to use
for the spell. You can also combine talents to produce different effects. The
TN of the spell will be determine by it complexity, not it's power.

3- Invoking Laws : If you cast a spell, you can invoke various laws of
magic ( generally indicated in the spell ) to reduce the TN of the spell
because you take advantages of the various laws of magic to aid yourself.
Raw talent cannot take advantage of these laws.

4- Channelling Mana : You can channel mana in your spell to increase the
power of the spell, but you can also use mana raising techniques or mana
tapping to get additional mana for your spell.  These mana raising
technique increase the casting time. You do not have the time to perform
these technique for raw talent usage.

5- Roll : Add various situation modifiers to your TN and roll against it
to see if your spell works.

6- Counter Magic : The target of a spell can perform some counter-magic if
he has some Anti-psychic talents. You are allowed to 1 anti-psi raw talent
effect as free action per round that will last for the rest of the round.
If you are in full defense, or get some feats you can perform more
anti-psi effect as free actions. 

In the following chapters, I will start explaining the theoric
part with psychic talents and laws. Then I will go deep into the character
creation and spell casting rules. I'll add dome informations on how magic
items and spell creation are handle with additional various informations.
Finally, there will be a feat list with some magic items and spells
examples. And of course a character and spell sheet is waiting at the end.

>>>>>---------- Chapter 2 : Psychic Talents ---------->>>>>>>>>>

Psychic talents are somewhat the "Skills" that will be used for
spell casting. These skills are only available to magic users and I will
be called "Talents" to make sure we don't mix them up with skills. I have
added a new concept called minor gift talent, which are minor psychic
talent that can be used by non magic user. Minor gift talents is an
optional rule ( see later for the details.

Here is the list of talents. Compared to AT, Talents have been
grouped together to lower the quantity of talents available and to make
sure all talents have a good range of usage. This is why each talent will
have a set of sub-ability which correspond to the psy talents from AT. A
few new abilities have been added. Each talent will be accompanied with a
TN table. This table is a guide line to determine the difficulty of the
roll when using the talent. The GM always have the final word on the TN of
the spell. Some effect are not listed in tables so the GM must be the
judge of the TN. 
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>>>>> Psychic Talents >>>>>>>>>>

All talents and sub-abilities are classed by the AT system in 4
categories : Extra Sensory Perception (ESP), Hypercognition (HC),
Psychokinesis (PK), Anti-Psi (APSI). ESP englobe all talent related to
senses. HC contains senseless information transfer, PK influence the
Physical world and APSI manipulate or counter magic itself. Here are the
talents available :

Telepathy
Type : ESP
AT Talent : Telepathic Sending/Receiving, Empathy, Mesmerism
New Talent : Telepathic Manipulation, Telepathic Control
Description : Telepathy is a talent that allows you to send or receive
   information through the mind of somebody else. You can send/receive
   simple information or perform a full communication. Derived forms of
   telepathy are Empathy that allows you to read the emotions of somebody 
   and Mesmerism that allows to send hypnotic suggestions and illusions to
   the target.
Spell Examples : Illusions, Traduce language, Detect Alignments, Charming
   spells, Provoke emotions.
Difficulty :
   Communication TN Mind Alteration TN
   Simple Send/Read Message 15 Provoke an Emotion 15
   Long Send/Read Message 20 Suggestion 20
   Bidirectional Communication 25 Memory Modification 25

Mind Control 35
   Illusions TN
   Sound, Flash, Instant Fx 15 Information Read Type TN
   Unimedia Constant Illusion 20 Impression, Emotions 15
   Multimedia Constant Illusion 25 Intentions, Will, 20
   Real Illusion (Can touch it) 35 Memory Information 25
   
Sensing
Type : ESP
AT Talent : Clair-Sensing, Psychometry
Description : Sensing allows you to extend the powers of your senses to
   perceive things that normally can't be detected. You can also do some
   remote perception to sense from distance. Psychometry allows you to 
   receive information from a object or an area about a person or a event 
   related to this object.
Spell Examples : Locating Person/Object, Dark Vision, Infrared Vision,
   Heat Vision, See invisible objects, Detect Magic/Treasure/Metal/Curses, 
   Learn history of an object.
Difficulty :
   Distant Sensing TN Sense Alteration TN
   Sample, Photo 15 Sense change(dark,heat) 15
   Constant Feed 25 See Invisible/Protected 25

   Object information TN Things Related to Object   TN
   Non-Sensory Info 15 Identification of User     15
   Sensory Information  25 Information from user    25

Plane Control
Type : ESP
AT Talent : Astral/Mental Projection
New Talent : Plane Projection, Plane Communication, 
Description : Plane Control allows to project your soul in higher planes
   or communicate with people who lives in higher planes ( note : Planes
   are not Universes the same, see chapter 8 ). When in higher planes,
   changes will affect the lower planes. This will improve the
   probability or the power of an effect on the lower planes. 
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Spell Example : Faster Healing Spell, Plane travel, Plane Vision,
   Communicate with entity from higher planes.
Difficulty :
   Plane Travel TN Plane Vision/Communic. TN
   Etheric Plane 15 Etheric Plane 15
   Astral Plane 20 Astral Plane 18
   Mental Plane 25 Mental Plane 20
   Spiritual Plane 30 Spiritual Plane 23
   Causal Plane 35 Causal Plane 25

Hypercognition
Type : HC
AT Talent : Hypercognition, Precognition, Retrocognition
Description : Hypercognition is the ability to know things intuitively
   about an object, area or an event. This information can be located 
   anywhere in time ( past, present, future ). The information is not 
   receive through a pseudo sensory experience. This power is normally used
   unconsciously and triggered by the GM.
Spell Examples : Reveal History, Sense Traps, Predict Future,
Difficulty :
   Information Type TN
   Intuition/Impression 15
   Solid Information 20
   Complete History 25

BioKinesis
Type : PK
AT Talent : Cellular Psychokinesis, Klutzokinesis/Coordination Control
Description : BioKinesis allows through cellular PK to manipulate living
   or dead cells of a body. You can force cell duplication, suicide or
   even change their DNA, but you cannot move cells ( use Normal PK ).
   Coordination control allow the provocation of biological disjunction. 
   You can block Neurons and make the target lose coordination of their body.
Spell Examples : Healing, Killing, Plagues, Cripple, Attribute
   improvement/lowering, Sleep/Awake Spell, Plant Growth,
   Water Breathing, Lycanthropy, Polymorph,Cure Disease/Cancer
Difficulty :
   Coordination Control TN Cellular Control TN
   Block/Improve Neural Comm. 15 Cell Duplicate/Suicide 15
   Enhanced Muscle/Organ 20 Immunological Sys. Control 20

Change DNA of cells 25

Matter Control
Type : PK
AT Talent : Mass/Weight & Density & Bonding Control
Description : Allows you to influence a mass of non-living matter. You
   can change the Mass, the weight and the density of any matter. You can 
   also disassemble the matter or change their chemical composition ( Ex:
   extract oxygen from water ). You cannot move the matter and  
   Transmutation must follow chemical structure.
Spell Examples : Feather weight, Float on water, Walk Through Walls, Cut
   through matter, Disintegration, Create air, Breathe water, 
Difficulty
   Matter Control TN
   Mass/Weight/Density change 15
   Disintegration/Cohesion 20
   Chemical Transmutation 25

Energy Control
Type : PK
AT Talent : Gravity, Light, Magnetism, Electricity, Temperature
Description : Allows to control and alterate any form of energy. You can
   perform heat/Cold control, Raise/lower gravity, Magnetize matter,
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   Raise/Lower light. You can also absorb and dissipate energy. You can
   also set thing to help energy move in a desired direction ( ex: Ionized
   corridor for lightning ) but you cannot physically move it your self.
Spell Example : Damage technological device, Light,
   Darkness, Blind, Illusions ( difficult ), Magic Flames, Freeze, Melt,
   Change Mud to dry earth, Invisibility, 
Difficulty
   Energy Control TN
   Photon (light ) or Sound Control 15
   Heat/Cold control 20
   Electric/Magnetic Force Control 25
   Gravity Force Control 30
   Nuclear Force Control 35   

Transmutation
Type : PK
AT Talent : Transmutation
New talent : Convert Ether to Energy to Matter to etc.
Description : Transmutation allows to change the nature of matter without
   respecting the chemical structure of the matter. You can also change
   matter to Energy and vice versa and you can convert ether to matter or
   energy. Which allows you to "Create" matter or energy but in fact it's
   only converted from ether.
Spell Examples : Lead to Gold, Fire Ball, Wall of Fire, Wall of Stone.
Difficulty ( source type are : Ether, Energy, matter )
   Transmutation TN
   Same source type physical Transmutation 15
   Different source type transmutation 25

Teleportation
Type : PK
AT Talent : Apportation, Teleportation
New Talent : Gate control
Description : Teleportation allows to transport someone or something from
   some somewhere to somewhere else. You can transport any type of
   material including energy and ether and living objects. Apportation
   consist of Summoning the material from somewhere but not necessarily 
   precising where it comes from. You can also perform some permanent 
   transportation control called "gates" which links to points in different 
   location or universe.
Spell Examples : Create gate, Control Gate, teleport, Summoning, Remove
   barrier, Drain Swamp.
Difficulty
   Teleportation TN Apportation/Deportation TN
   Target Familiar ( ex: home ) 15 Common material/Creature 20
   Target has been visited 20 Uncommon Material/Creature 25
   Target known but not visited 25 Rare Material/Creature 30
   Target unknown 30 Almost unique cannot be apported

   Link/Gate Creation
   Base TN is 35 for temporary gate creation
   Apportation and teleportation to/from another universe use the TN
      above + 15

   Add the following modifier according to situation.
   
   - Gate modifiers
   Gate transfer senses but does not allow transportation TN -10
   Gate is unidirectional TN +5
   Gate filter the people according to certain rules TN +10
   Universe Target location ( one of the following )
   has some installation prepared to receive gate TN -5
   has another caster that also create a gate TN -10 to both casters
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   - Other modifiers
   Target universe is unknown or possess no information on it TN +10
   Target universe is known and has been visited many times TN -5

Psychokinesis
Type : PK
AT Talent : PK-Proper, Levitation
New talent : Matter, Energy, Ether Movement and Reshaping.
Description : This is the ability to move in space matter, energy, ether,
   and Cells. You can also reshape an object by moving the cells where you
   want. You cannot transmute or alter a property of the material.
Spell Examples : Animate Missiles, Animate Rope, Lock Door, Levitation,
   Earth Quake, Tornado, Tidal Waves, Move wall, Flight.
Difficulty :
   Psychokinesis TN
   Moving objects 15
   Reshaping Objects 20 ( add complexity modifier, see Chap 5 )

Subversion
Type : APSI
AT Talent : Inverting ( Negapsi ), Filtering, Self-tuning & Retuning
Description : Negapsi allows to inverse the effect of a spell. A message
   will have an opposite meaning, cold will become heat, a locking spell
   will unlock itself. You can also selectively filter the spell and
   absorb the mana filtered as free mana or modify the content of the 
   spell to change it's effect to your desires.
Spell Examples : Open Locks, Telepathic content change, 
Difficulty
   Subversion TN
   Invert the effect of the spell/ Change content of messages 15
   Change the mana invested back in normal inoffensive mana 20
   Retune the mana subverted to produce another effect. 25

Ether Control
Type : APSI
AT Talent : Damping, Amping, Deflection, Returning (Reddopsi )
Description : You can first change the moving direction of a spell and
   deflect it elsewhere or back at the caster. You can amplify or
   dampen the power of a spell to change it's power.
Spell Examples : Mirror a spell, Mana shortage.
Difficulty
   Ether Control TN
   Deflect Spell 15
   Mirror or Redirect a spell 20
   Dampen/Amplify a spell 25

Disrupts
Type : APSI
AT Talent : fuzzing (Catapsi), Splodging, Avoiding (Apopsi)
Description : Catapsi allow to emit some static that will disrupt the
   information in the spell or that will make spell casting harder to be
   done. Splodging consist of drowning a signal with a stronger one. While 
   apopsi allow you to block any kind of magical force.
Spell Examples : Anti-Magic Field
Difficulty
   Disrupt TN
   Catapsi, static resistance 15
   Apopsi, Blocking magic, 20
   Magic immunity and anti-magic field 25

>>>>> Minor Gift Talent >>>>>>>>>>
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As an optional rule, a character can have a 1 minor gift. This gift

must be taken at the character creation and is considered as a normal
skill. It's point cost is 4 points per rank and the max rank is half the
maximum for crossed classed skills. This minor gift can only be selected
from one of the talents below. Most of the time, these gifts are used
unconsciously in desperate situation. These talents will be rolled and
used by the Game Master. They will be triggered when he find it
appropriate to do so. Here they are : 

Telepathy
Description : Allows to send or receive simple message. For example, In
desperate situation somebody could ask for help telepathically without
knowing and some help may arrive. TN 15

Clair-Sensing
Description : ONE of your sense can be used as clair sensing. Which allows
to perceive things other people won't be able to perceive. TN 15

Recurrent Spontaneous Psychokinesis 
Description : Arrives when the character has strong emotions. This talent
moves objects randomly around the character ( moving books, knifes, etc. ).
The character does not have a conscious control over the object, but it
will always help the character. TN 15

Precognition
Description : Ability that give some intuition on things that are going to
happen in an area or an object without visualizing the result. For
example, the character is moving in a trap, he feel that something bad is
going to happen but he won't know what it is and he won't see the trap
spawn in advance. TN 15

Negapsi ( Invert )
Description : When being affected by an offensive spell you can react
with a negapsi effect that invert the effect of the spell. TN 15

Catapsi ( Fuzzing, Static )
Description : You can raise a field of magical static that can jam
Psi Energy or make it harder for opponent to cast spells. TN 15

Deflection ( Reflection )
Description : You can unconsciously raise a deflection field that will
send elsewhere magic targeted at you. TN 15

>>>>>---------- Chapter 3 : The Laws of Magic ---------->>>>>>>>>>

When you cast a spell, you can invoke many laws of magic through
the spell to lower the TN of the Spell. These laws can be invoked with
material components, according to the spell effect or due to a situation. 
Most spell will have a list of laws to use but some can be added on the
spot in some situation. Some laws are more general, others are more
specific. I will list them below with a short description and some
examples. They also have the TN modifier to the spell when the law is
invoked. Most of the laws have a TN -1

Law of Knowledge
Description : Knowledge on the target will help you.
Keywords : Knowledge is power.
Examples : You want to repair a clock, you use a book about clock
           mechanics for your spell.
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Self-Knowledge
Description : Know your strength and Weakness.
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Keyword : Know thyself
Examples :
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Cause & Effect
Description : Exact action and conditions produce the same effects.
Keyword : Control every Variable and you control Every changes
Examples : Make an avalanche with the right impact at the right place.
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Synchronicity
Description : 2 event happening at the same time have a common association
   or relation. It is not a simple coincidence.
Keyword : Coincidence does not exist.
Example :
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Association
Description : Two pattern that have elements in common interact through
   these elements.
Keyword : Common pattern Influence each other.
Example :
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Similarity
Description : A object can influence another similar object.
Keyword : Looks Alike, are alike
Example : Use a dragon scale to summon a dragon. Voo-Doo Doll.
Difficulty : TN -1 to TN -2 according to similarity

Law of Contagion
Description : Physical or psychic contact transfer a contagion which makes
   it easier to be the target of your spell. Or, you can possess a part of
   the target for better magic channel.
Keyword : Magic is a virus
Example : You want to make some telepathy with your girlfriend ( with whom
   you had a lot of contact ) or you have a piece of her body (ex:hair) 
   for better contact.
Difficulty : Contagion modifiers are applied if the target cannot be
   touched. Bonus increase with time of contact :

Modifier Requirement
TN -1 Short Contact
TN -3 Intimate Contact
TN -5 Possess a part of the target ( Ex. Hair )

Law of Positive Attraction
Description : Use a type of energy to attract similar energy.
Keyword : Likes attracts like.
Example :
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Negative Attraction
Description : Use a type of energy to attract the opposite.
Keyword : Opposites attract
Example :
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Names
Description : A name contains all information you need to gain control on
   something.
Keyword : Everything is in the name.
Example : Use the true name of a demon to summon him.
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Difficulty : Bonus increase with the secrecy of the name. Name bonus
cancel invocation and Evocation laws bonus.

Modifier Example
TN -1 Public Name
TN -2 Child Hood Name, Intimate Name
TN -3 Secret Name
TN -6 True Name , Only know by supernatural Entity

Law of Words of Power
Description : Simple words can explain a complete reality.
Keyword : A word can synthesize a whole concept
Example :
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Personification
Description : All Phenomenon have a personality.
Keyword : Anything can be a person.
Example : You are so unlucky that you think that this bad luck is
   is plotting against you ( it has a personality ). Or you want to
   animate a broom.
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Invocation
Description : Internal Communication with entities inside you
Keyword : Contact internal Entity.
Example : Used for various types of possession
Difficulty : TN -1 to TN -3 according to caster's Piety and Faith

Law of Evocation
Description : External Communication with entities outside you
Keyword : Contact External Entity.
Example : Summon various spirits for aid
Difficulty : TN -1 to TN -3 according to caster's Piety and Faith

Law of Identification
Description : With maximum association somebody can become another.
Keyword : You can become another.
Example : Used for disguising illusions
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Infinite Data
Description : You can never run out of things to learn.
Keyword : There's is always something new or to learn.
Example : Learning history of an object.
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Finite Sense
Description :  Every sense mechanism is limited by range and data type.
Keyword : Nobody can see everything
Example : Used for sensing spells
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Personal Universe
Description : Everybody see and define reality his own way. There is no
   one true reality.
Keyword : I see reality like this you see it like that.
Example :
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Infinite Universe
Description : All combination of phenomena can have a infinity of
   organization.
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Keyword : All things are possible, some are more probable than others.
Example : Used for universe transportations and gates.
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Pragmatism
Description : If a belief or behavior help the accomplishment of a goal,
   then it is true.
Keyword : If it works, It's true
Example :
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of True Falsehood
Description : If a concept violate the truth in an universe, then this
   concept is true.
Keyword : if it's a paradox, it is probably true.
Example :
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Synthesis
Description : two opposing pattern fused together will create a truer
   pattern.
Keyword : Synthesis reconcile
Example :
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Polarity
Description :  Any pattern can be splitten in two or more opposing pattern
   that contains it's opposite.
Keyword : Everything Contains it's opposite.
Example : Yin/Yang is a pattern that use polarity. Use as a weak spot
   since all evil has good in it and all good have some evil in it.
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Dynamic Balance
Description : The universe is made of many cycles that rotate on itself.
   You must always make changes that must not disturb the balance.
Keyword : Preserve the balance and Cycles of the universe.
Example : Wild->Weaver->Wyrm->Wild( While wolf ),
   Cloud->Rain->Water->Evaporation->Cloud
Difficulty : TN -1

Law of Perversity
Description : The worst possible events will happen if it can happen. And
   it is likely to happen some day.
Keyword : If anything can go wrong, it will go wrong.
Example : Murphy's Law, Bad wish effect.
Difficulty : When using a negapsi talent, you get a TN -3 modifier. If the
law of perversity is invoked ( by the GM ) when casting spells, you get a
mallus of TN +3.

Law of Unity
Description : Every phenomena is linked to all other phenomena.
Keyword : All is one.
Example :
Difficulty : TN -1

>>>>>---------- Chapter 4 : Character Creation ---------->>>>>>>>>>

When you create a character that have magic-using abilities, you
remove the spell progression per level and any special ability related to
spell casting. You keep the Save/Feat tables, skill points, Weapon
proficiencies, etc. Which mean the Wizard keep his bonus feats. The attribute
you use to determine your extra spells will be referred later as the "Magic
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Attribute Modifier" (MAM). This attribute change according to class (ex: 
Wizard = INT, Sorcerer = CHA, Cleric = WIS). I keep the same attribute use
in D&D to keep some compatibility with the original system and it prevent
me from creating new attributes.

I will make a list of informations for each class. Instead of
re-copying the tables here, I will give the formulas to create the table or
compute the information. When a value increase slower than 1 point per
level, it will have a fractional value. For example, here is a formula :

Value = 5 + MAM + 0.5xLvl

This mean that you add 5 plus Magic Attribute modifier plus 0.5
multiplied by the level of the character. In case of fractional values,
round down. Here is a small table with sample modifier where the base is
0.

Level 1    0.75  0.50  0.35  0.25  0.20
1 1    0     0     0     0     0
2 2    1     1     0     0     0
3 3    2     1     1     0     0
4 4    3     2     1     1     0 
5 5    3     2     1     1     1
6 6    4     3     2     1     0 
...

>>>>> The Classes >>>>>>>>>>

First you must select your class. I'll give the stats of all the
basic classes available for the d20 system. Later below, you will see a
table with the information for each class.

Wizard ( Wiz )
The wizard will keep the advantage of having bonus feat and he

will be better for casting spells than using raw talent.

Sorcerer ( Sor )
The sorcerer is more efficient to use raw talent and does not

suffer any penalty to combine talent in raw usage.

Cleric ( Cle )
The greatest advantage of a cleric is that he can receive help

from his god to perform his casting and has more free mana. Still, the god
must approve the cleric's will.

Druid ( Dru )
Druid can raise their mana more easily and they can also tap mana

from gods. When Raising mana, the whole raising contains mana. Druids are
more suited for ritual spells.

Bard ( Bar ) Ranger ( Ran ) Paladin ( Pal )
These class can still perform minimum spell casting.

Wiz  Sor  Cle  Dru  Bar  Ran  Pal

Mana Dices D8   D10  D6   D8   D4  D4   D4
Spc.Talent 2    5   3    2    0  0    0
Talent Point 6    4    4    4    2    2    2
Magic Power 1   .75  .35  .50  .20  .25  .35
Mana Raising   .25  .35  .75   1   .50  .55  .50
Deity Tapping --   --   1   .50   --  .50  .75
Laws Wisdom    .75  .35  .50  .75  .20  .25  .25
Free Mana      .35  .50  .75  .35  .20  .20  .20 
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Mana Dices : Yep, It's like Hit Dice but for mana. You start at LV 1 with
   a full die and then your roll each level. At each level you add your
   CONSTITUTION modifier and like HP modifications to the constitution
attribute is retroactive.

Nb Specialist Talent : This is the number of specialist talent you
   start with. You select yourself the talents you want to specialize in
   at your character creation. Specialist talent are like class skills.

Nb Talent Points : This is the number of talent point you
   start when making your character. You add your MAM modifier
   to this value and multiply it by 3 to know the number of talent point
   you have. After, you gain this value plus MAM modifier at each level.

Magic Power : Determine How Much mana you can place in a spell attempt.
   The total is determined by 3 + MAM + this value per level.

Mana Raising : Determine how much you can increase your magic power.
   The total is determined by 3 + MAM + this value per level.

Deity Tapping : Determine the level of help you can receive from a god.
   The total is determined by 3 + Wisdom Modifier + this value per level.

Laws Wisdom : Determine the max bonus you can receive from laws.
   The total is determined by 3 + Wisdom Modifier + this value per level.

Free Mana : Determine a certain number of free mana you can use to
naturally empower you spell without using MP from your reserve. This free
mana does not count in the difficulty raising. You gain the value per
level as free mana.

Here is a recapitulation of the formulas where "?" is the value in
the table above

Mana Dice 1st Level ? + ConMod
Mana Dices next Level D? + ConMod
TP Creation ( ? + MAM ) x 3
TP Level ? + MAM
Magic Power 3 + MAM + ? per Level
Mana Raising         3 + MAM + ? per Level
Deity Tapping         3 + WisMod + ? per Level 
Laws Wisdom         3 + WisMod + ? per Level
Free Mana 0 + ? per level

>>>>> The Psychic Talents >>>>>>>>>>

Then you select your psychic talents from list. All talents are
available to all classes even for religious classes since most powers can
be use for different purpose. The goal of their usage will determine if it
is compliant with the deity. 

The maximum rank you can have for a talents is 3 + your current
level for Specialist talents and half of this value for non-Specialist
talents. Each Specialist talent cost 1 point while non Specialist talents
cost 2 points. Then you add you MAM modifier to all talents you have.
There is no synergy bonus or anything similar. The rules works like
"skills", so it's should not be so confusing.

>>>>> Multi-Classing >>>>>>>>>>

I don't suggest multi-classing magic user characters. If you
multi-class a non-magic with a magic using class, there is no problem. If
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you combine 2 magic using characters ( ex : Wizard and sorcerer ) there is
a few complications.

There is no problem for the Mana dice, Talents per levels, and
modifiers per level since you add this value to what you already have. It
gets more complicated with theses :

Specialist Skill : Since specialist skills are applied at the character 
creation, stacking the specialist skill will simply allows to get all
skills has specialists. There fore you will only gain 1 extra specialist
talent if the 2nd class's specialist talent value is higher than the 1st
class. Which mean that you can never have more specialist talent your 
2nd class. Ex: A wizard multi-class sorcerer will get 2+1 specialist
talent. But a sorcerer who multi-class wizard will get nothing.

Abilities : Some classes has special abilities ( ex: Full mana raising, 
   no combination penalty, etc ) You gain the class special ability if
   this 2nd class is at least level 3. Which mean for a wizard who want to
   have the Full mana raising and no combination penalty must be at least
   level 7 ( 1 wizard, 3 sorcerer, 3 druid ).

>>>>> "Use Magic device" skill modifications >>>>>>>>>>

From now on, all magic using classes have the skill use magic
device and the rogue won't have it anymore. The attribute modifier of the
skill is the MAM instead of Charisma. If you wish, you can still let rogue
have this skill, But he won't get charisma modifier since they don't have
MAM and they will suffer a lot of +5 penalties, see below. 

This skill is used when a spell teaching device (see chapter 6)
require a talent the magic user does not have. To substitute this missing
talent, the magic user can use "Use magic device" instead. By doing so,
you raise the TN of the spell by 5 and you use the "Use magic device"
ranks as the missing talent rank. If you have more than 1 missing talent,
you add 5 to the TN for each missing talent. 

>>>>>---------- Chapter 5 : The Rules ---------->>>>>>>>>>

In this sections, you will find all the rules necessary to manage
spell casting and some other things. Here is the general spell casting
procedures, continue to read for the details :

1 - Select a casting Methods
2 - Select your talents to use
3 - Invoke Appropriate laws of magic
4 - Channel mana and raise your spell
5 - Cast your spell
6 - Target use Anti-Psi to defend against the enemy spells.

>>>>> Select A Method >>>>>>>>>>

You must first select a spell casting Methods. You can use raw
talents or a Spell Recipe. When using raw talent, you do not take the
time to make a complete casting process and you use your power directly.
The advantage is that you do not need to practice your effect and you can
perform it with instantaneous casting time. The problem is that you cannot
invoke laws to help you in your spell casting, you can't use some mana
raising techniques and you can't combine talents efficiently. If you are
NOT a sorcerer and you want to combine talents in raw talent usage, you
get the following TN modifiers

#Psi Combine Penalty
2 TN + 4
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3 TN + 9
4 TN + 16
5 TN + 25
...

Only Sorcerers are immune to this penalty. Most Anti-Psi talents
will be used as Raw talent since you must react to your opponent's spells.

If you have the time to do proper spell casting, you can perform a
spell. A spell is a recipe indicating what you must do. A spell generally
require some material which will help to invoke many laws of magic to help
you in your spell casting. If you have some time ahead , you can also do
some mana raising to increase the potential of your spell. When you become
more familiar with the spell, the difficulty of the spell is lowered. You
will reduce the TN by your rank level of the spell ( See chapter 7 ).

>>>>> Select a Talent >>>>>>>>>>

To cast a spell, you must perform a successful talent roll vs a
TN. The base TN of all spells is 15. It will increase with the complexity
of the spell. To get an idea of the TN to use, look in chapter 2 in the
psychic talent list. You will find series of table suggesting an
appropriate TN for the spell according to the effect desired. Making the
spell bigger or more power full does not raise the TN, it just require
more mana. Which mean making the wind blow and making a tornado has the
same TN. 

--- Raising Spell Difficulty ---

You can intentionally raise or lower the difficulty of the spell by
altering the effect. It modify some stat of the spell. Here are the
various TN modifications you can do.

Saving Throw : You can increase the complexity of the spell to make it
more difficult to save against it. All spell are evaded on success and
full effect on failure. You can alterate this rule by raising TN

TN Modification Save Successful Save Failure
Default Evade Full Effect
TN +5 Half Effect Full Effect
TN +10 Full Effect Full Effect

Damage/Heal : You can increase the complexity of a spell to make more 
damage/healing easily. It will change the dice used for calculating
damage. The number of dice can be increased with mana (see later).

Tn Modification Dmg/Heal Dice
TN -3 D4
Default D6
TN +5 D8

--- Combining Talents ---

When you perform a roll you use your talent rank + MAM modifier
that you add to your roll and check for success. But if you combine
talents, you have more than 1 talent rank so here is how you manage multi
talent. First you take the lowest talent rank in your combination. This is
the base value. Then take the highest ranking talent in your combination.
For each 3 points of rank in your highest talent, you add +1 to the base
value or for each 5 point of rank, you add a +2. Then you add your MAM
to the final value The final value must NOT EXCEED the highest ranking
talent. For example :
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Talents to combine
Talent 1 rank 3
Talent 2 rank 5
Talent 3 rank 8

Final rank = 3 + 2 + 1 = 6

The talents above are ranks from lowest to highest. The lowest
ranks is 3 which set the base value to 3.  The highest ranking talent is
8. We use the first 5 points of 8 to get a +2 and we use the 3 leftover
point to add a +1. Which give a total of +3 to the base value for a total
of 6. You will then use this value as the talent rank. 

>>>>> Invoking Laws >>>>>>>>>>

If you cast a spell recipe, you can invoke laws. Invoking a law
will reduce the TN of your spell. The highest bonus you can get from laws
is equal to your Law Wisdom stat of your character. The bonus received is
generally a TN -1 but some laws are different. Refer to chapter 3, to know
the exact bonus you get. When using a spell recipe, most laws will be
stated in the spell. Most of these laws will be invoked through Material
components. 

If you do not have the material component to invoke the desired
law, you can still cast the spell. You will not received any bonus from
this law and you will get an additional TN +1 penalty due to the fact that
you did not practice it this way.

Sometimes a situation can provoke the invocation of a law. You can
invoke these laws if you wish. These laws can only be invoked according to
a situation that does not always occur when casting this spell ( Else the
law would have been included in your recipe). You cannot gains other law
bonus by adding more than 1 material component to the spell casting.
So you must plan your material used by your spell in advance.
Making spells with more material requirement will increase success but
makes you more dependent to material. Refer to chapter 7 in spell
variations for additional details.

>>>>> Channelling Mana >>>>>>>>>>

In this phase you place your mana in your spell. You can place in
your spell up to your Magic power stat in Mana Points from your MP reserve
of your character. There are various ways to raise the quantity of mana
you can channel from your mana reserve. By default, a spell does not
require mana to cast. So you cast as it as many time you wish even when
out of mana. Still the effect won't be very spectacular if you no not
place some mana.

--- Mana Raising & Tapping ---

There are various technique to increase the mana. First is the
Mana Raising technique. Mana raising consist in making proper stimulation
to increase your personal mana. Anything that can stimulate your body or
your mind can raise your mana. Mana raising can raise up to your
character's mana raising stat. According the the activity you are doing,
you will get a proportion of this raise. Here is a table with the
proportions and example of activities :

Proportion
1/4 Listening to music, Visual Stimulation, Incense
1/2 Dancing, Chanting, Soft Drugs
1 Sex, Meditation, Strong Drugs
1 1/2 Trance, Spiritual Techniques
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For example, a wizard who dance for his spell will get half of his
mana raising stat. If his mana raising stat was 8, the raise will be 4.
This raise will increase the magic power of the spell by 4 but will not
give free mana. You must fill this extra space with your mana.  If you are
a druid, you gain free mana equal to the raising value.

You can also receive mana from your deity or your god. The
proportion you get is according to your character actions and piety. If
the spell you want to do complies with your deity, you will receive more
mana.  If you have a strong piety and are favorable to your god, you will
get higher mana. Mana are given in proportion of 1/4,1/2,1 and 1-1/2 times
the deity tapping stat of your character. This mana increase is given as
magic power and also as free mana because the god help you in your casting
process, he his somewhat a 2nd caster.

You can tap mana from something or someone and add it to your
spell. You can tap mana from various source. This source will give you
mana according to you magic power, to place in your spell. here are the
various sources available.

- Tapping From Ether : Ether are magic particle that live in the etheric
plane. They can be used to be converted in mana. Each area in the world
have various densities of ether. The density will influence the mana
received. Density can be natural ( ex: Nodes ) or artificial ( magic free
room ). 

Density Portion of Magic Power
Very High 1 1/2
High 1
Normal 3/4
Low 1/2
Very Low 1/4
Zero 0

- Tapping From Magic Device : Some magic item can give you mana. A mana
tapping item will indicate how many mana it contains. It can also contain
a restriction on the amount of mana you can take for each usage. The
maximum is always equal to your magic power. 

- Tapping From a Familiar or a donor : You can tap mana from somebody. 
When doing so, you take his MP and add them to your. IF the donor has no
MP, you receive nothing. The amount of mana you can tap is equal to your
magic power. If the donor is not willing to give it to you, reduce mana
received by half. If you are not in touch range of the donor, you half the
mana receive. The maximum range for tapping mana from a distant donor is 5
feet + 1 feet per level. 

- Tapping from a Sacrifice : You can sacrifice somebody or something to
receive the Maximum mana reserve of the target for your spell. This mana
is generally spend for ritual spell . The mana received from the sacrifice
is placed in reserved and you can use mana in each casting attempt. If
there is some left over mana after the ritual, you can absorb them in your
MP reserve if it was not full.

--- Mana Channel Effect ---

Channeling mana in a spell will increase the size of the effect
and make the spell more powerful.

For each 5 mana point you invest in your spell the TN of
the spell raise by 1 point. Which mean that more powerful is your spell
,the harder it is to control. 
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You mana can improve the spell in many ways. The following tables
will guide you to know the mana you can spend to improve the spell. Some
effects are not listed in these tables, the GM should be the judge.

- Damage/Heal effect : This will increase the number of dices you roll
when doing a damaging/healing Spell or almost anything related to
HP and MP. This Formula only apply to instantaneous damage or healing ( ex:
exclude regeneration ). For draining spell, divide the result by 2 since
you do half damage and half healing ). The dice was determined in the
spell raising section, see above. By default they are D6

Mana invested Nb dice
Default 1
2 2
4 3
8 4
14 5
22 6
32 7

- Persistent Damage/Heal Effect : This is factor is used for spells like
regeneration or immolation that does heal/damage each round. The
damage/heal is done until the expiration of the spell duration.

Mana Invested Points per round/minute
Default 1
3 2
6 3
This is the maximum

- Spatial Magical Range Factor : Any spell that have some spatial
variables in them will use the following table. This will be used for areas
of effect and quantify of mass targeted. There is 2 chart, one for ESP,HC
talents and one of PK, APSI power. If your spell has need a 3 dimensional
measure, take the value below and square root it. 

Mana Invested ESP HC PK APSI ( 10^Lv km | 10^Lv m )
Default 10 KM 10 M
3 100 KM 100 M
6 1000 KM 1000 M
10 10000 KM 10000 M
15 100000 KM 100000 M

- Temporal Magical Range Factor : This factor determine any time related
information. There is also 2 different column according to the type of
power you are using

Mana Invested ESP HC PK APSI ( 10^Lv+1 Min | 10^Lv-1 Min )
Default 100 Min 1 Min ( instant, 1 round )
3 1000 Min 10 Min
6 10000 Min 100 Min
10 100000 Min 1000 Min
15 1000000 Min 10000 Min

- Spell Duration : This factor determine the duration of the spell. Spell
is calculated in minutes but during a combat, it correspond to rounds. (
Even if d20 system does not say so )

Mana invested ESP, HC PK APSI
Default 10 Min Instant
3 50 Min 1 - 5 Min
6 2 Hour 10 - 25 Min
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10 10 Hour 30 - 125 Min
15 2 Days 2 - 10 Hours

- Number of target affected by Non Spatial Effect Spell : If your spell
cannot be defined in space, here is the number of targets affected
according to mana investment : 

Mana Invested Any type of Talent
Default 1
3 3-5
6 10 - 25
10 50 -125
15 200 - 600

- Stat Bonus/mallus : If you want to make a spell that gives a bonus to a
stat you must spend 1 mana for each +1 you want to give ( max 5 on the
same stat ).  You can give bonus on more than 1 stat if you wish but you
must pay 1 mana per +1 per stat. Same rule is applied for each -1
inflicted on a the target.

- Improved Unresistance : You can make the spell harder to resist by
giving an additional penalty to the saving throws of the target. Each mana
invested raise the TN of the saving throw by 2. The base TN of the saving
throw is 10 + caster level. Which make the following formula : 

Save TN = 10 + Caster Level + 2 per mana

If the target has magic resistance, reduce the spell resistance by
1 for each mana invested.

- Improved Anti-Counter Magic : You can make your spell harder to dispel
or counter magic. Each mana invested raise the TN by 2 to the person who
wish to counter magic your spell. 

- Mana Density : The mana density in the area where you stand will
influence the TN of your roll even if you do not tap mana from ether
because you require the presence of ether to be able to cast.
Most of the time, density is normal. 

Mana-Density TN Modifier

Very High -8
High -4
Normal 0
Low +6
Very Low +12
Zero Mana No Magic can be used

Anti-Psy Counter magic : Each point of mana spent in anti-psi will
counter 2 mana of the targeted spells. See at the end of this chapter for
anti-psi results

The GM always have the final word on the mana required to perform
a particular effect. Its sometimes hard to define through tables the
number of mana required of all imaginable effects. For example, opening a
gate to another universe will require a number of mana set by the GM and
will probably be cast through a ritual. See later in this chapter. The
cost will of course vary according to the target universe, the duration of
the gate, etc.

>>>>> Cast your spell >>>>>>>>>>

You are ready to cast your spell add the following modifiers
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according to the situation.

--- Spell target range ---

You get a modifier according to the range of the target. Here
is the table :

Target Range TN Modifier
Touch/Self TN -3
Close Range ( Aprox. 30 Feet ) no modifier
Long Range ( Target in sight ) TN +5
Out of Sight but well known TN +10
Out of sight and unknown TN +15

If you want to cast a spell on very distant target but you can see
this target through remote vision, this target count as long range.  You
will still have to spend the appropriate mana to send your spell over
there. Take also note that touch range spell require a melee attack roll
if the target is not willing to receive spell. 

--- Complexity Modifier ---

Spells can be simple in it self but the target effected can be
more complex. Reshaping a cube of metal can be easy, but reshaping a
computer's metal is much more difficult to due to the complexity of the
computer, especially if you want it to work after the spell is cast.
Complexity modifier which should range from +3 to +15 according to the
GM's judgment.

--- Active concentration ---

You can lower the TN of your spell to make it dependent on your
concentration. Doing so will reduce the TN of the spell by 3. You must
keep constant concentration, else the spell will automatically fizzle. See
later for concentration rules. 

--- Range attack roll ---

You can lower the TN of your spell make it require a range
attack roll for success. Doing so will lower the TN of the spell by 3 but
you must make a successful range attack roll. Projectile spell, a failed
roll can target somebody else nearby ( like a missed arrow ) for other
spells, it does not take effect. Also Note that projectile spell can be
more easily deflected with ether control. See later.

--- Undefined effect Modifiers ---

I'll explain this one with an example. Let say you cast a spell to
sharpen your sword's blade. There is a physical logical reason why it
receive a +2 bonus to damage. It your sword's weight is reduced, there is
a logical reason why you get a +3 to hit. But let say your sword is
blessed, there is not really a physical logical reason why it gives you +2
on damages and hit rolls beside being lucky or destined to hit. In this
case, we apply the undefined effect modifier which should range from +3 to
+5. 

--- Spell Rank ---

Each spell rank ( see chapter 7 ) reduce the TN of the spell by 1
point. Maximum spell ranks is 5.

--- Rolling & Margin of Success --- 
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When all the calculations are over, you roll 1d20, add your talent

rank and your MAM. If you roll above your TN, you succeed. 

The margin of success can determine the efficiency of a spell. For
example, when using clair-Sensing, telepathy or Hypercognition you can
consider that the the quantity of information successfully transfered is
determined by a percentage value computed this way :

Info received : 40% + 5% x Margin of success.

Which mean a margin of success of 5 will give a clarity of
information to 65%. Low clarity will give for example fuzzy images or
incomplete informations.

All mana placed in the spell are lost even if the spell fails.

>>>>> Anti-Psi and counter Magic >>>>>>>>>>

When a spell is successfully cast against you, anti-psi will take
effect on the spell cast. Anti-Psi follow the same procedures as spell
casting except that it protect against other spells. 

--- Using Anti-Psi ---

There are 2 ways to use Anti-Psi. First, you can cast in advance a
spell that will stay around you or an area for a certain time and it will
protect you up to a certain number of mana. Second, you can use raw talent
anti-psi as a reaction to the spell you are currently the target. You can
also combine as many anti-psi you wish. 

Anti-Psi Spell cast in advance works exactly as a normal spell. 
Follow procedure and see below the rules for calculating Anti-psi effect.
Still, an anti-psi field from a spell can require concentration. Doing so
will force you take concentration rolls but you will have control over the
mana spent. If you want to react to a spell using ant-psi, you must use a
raw talent anti-psi following the same rules as using raw talent. You are
allowed to use 1 anti-psi per ROUND as a free action. This anti-psi will
take effect for the rest of the round so you cannot change it before the
end of the round.  If you are in full defense you can change once your
anti-psi during the round which mean that you get 2 anti-psi free action.

The mana usage of an anti-psi power is a bit different. If you
cast an anti-psi spell on something else than your self, you spend the
mana in the spell and in stay there until the mana is used. When spells
hit this field, mana will be subtracted from the field. When no mana
left, the field disappear. When you cast a anti-psi field with active
concentration or when you use raw talent anti-psi, you spend the mana when
the spell hits you. Which allows you to spend the right amount of mana to
counter the spell and the field will never drop since you can always feed
it.

Each anti-psi power use their mana to counteract opposing mana. If
you want to protect your self from a 8 mana spell, you must spend half of
the mana to counter the spell, which mean 4 mana.  You can spend less mana
for partial protection. If you spend 2 mana, it will reduce the power of
the spell to 4 ( 2x2=4, 8-4 =4). If you cast a field on somebody else and
you invest 15 mana, the field will be able to sustain spells up to 30 mana
of spells.  Since the target as no control over it, it will use all mana
has the 1st spell that hits the field until there is no more mana in the
field.  This example was given according to an anti-psi that was blocking
the spell.

For active counter magic, Since you only spend the mana when the
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spell hits you, you can decide to partially protect yourself. Which mean
that you spend less mana to keep some for later. If you do not spend
mana in the field,it will not protect you but it still stay active. Still,
an active concentration anti-psi field require concentration rolls when
receiving physical attacks. You are allowed to concentrate on spell and
use 1 raw anti-psi power as a free action in the same round

You can also mix anti-psi powers. For example a Reflection +
Inverting would send back to the caster the reverse effect of the spell. 
A reflect + amplification will reflect a part of the spell and amplify it
back to the caster. In this case The defender and the caster will be hit
by the spell. Combining anti-psi talents follows the same rules as
combining talents for spell casting. 

--- Results of anti-psi ---

Various counter effect can be done according to the kind of spell
and Anti-Psi used. IN THE RULES BELOW, the MANA INVESTED include the fact
that it is DOUBLED for COUNTER MAGIC. See above. 

- Blocking : You can use the DISRUPT talent and attempt to block the
effect of a spell. You must invest the same number of mana than the number
of mana invested by the spell. If you do not block it completely, you
lower the power of the spell. For example, a 20 mana spell is sent and you
block it with 16 mana , 4 mana will pass through. This mean that you
remove 16 mana from the spell effect reducing the damage, the area of
effect, the mallus received, etc. It is the anti-psi user's choice to
decide which parameter will be modified.

- Vector Change : With ETHER CONTROL you can change the direction of the
spell, generally used for projectile spells. You must use the same amount
of mana than the spell caster to deflect the spell somewhere else. You use
the scatter diagram to determine a random direction. If you want to mirror
a spell back to the caster or in a specific direction you want, the TN is
higher but the mana required stay the same (See Ether control in chapter 2).

A partial protection mean that a part of the spell will be
deflected and another part will hit you. For example, if you receive a 40
mana spell and you deflect with a 20 mana anti-psi. A 20 mana spell will
hit you, and a 20 mana spell will be deflected somewhere else.  You can
still control the direction vector of a partial deflection with higher TN. 

- Meaning Change : This change the result or the content of the spell by
using the SUBVERSION talent. For example, if you use negapsi on a 50 Mana
fire spell, with 30 mana, 30 mana will be changed in cold and 20 will stay
as heat. If you use filtering techniques, the 20 mana heat spell will hit
and the 30 mana will become simple mana that you can absorb, up to your
character's magic power. If you decide to retune the spell, you can change
the effect of this 30 mana to any effect your character can perform as raw
talent.  By doing so, you combine 2 talents together ( Subversion and the
other talent ), You cannot use more mana than your magic power and the
retuned mana; you roll versus the highest of the two TNs ( TN for
subversion or TN of the retuning effect ).

- Power change : With the ETHER CONTROL talent, you can amplify or dampen
the power of the spell. The mana invested will multiply or divide the mana
invested, but it can never reduce it to 0. In the table below, you will
find a percentage of mana required to perform a power control effect. 
This is a percentage in mana of the spell to modify to perform the desired
effect. For example, if you want to divide the mana of a spell ( ex: 50
mana ) by 2, you must spend 30% of the spell's mana ( 15 mana )to cut the
spell's mana by half ( 25 mana ) which give a ratio of 1 mana spent to
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dampen 1.66 mana. 

Mana required Mana Modification Ratio
40%             / 5 1:2
35% / 3 1:1.88
30% / 2 1:1.66
25% / 1.5 1:1.32
35% x 1.5 1:1.42
60% x 2 1:1.66
100% x 3 1:2
125%            x 4 1:2.4

- Resistance : If you wish, you can provoke some resistance in a area by
using the DISRUPT talent. The resistance make it harder to cast a spell in
a defined area. The resistance must be created before the spell to protect
against is cast.  Resistance can also be present in special magic proof
areas. The resistance will raise the TN of all spells cast after the
resistance is performed. Every 3 counter magic mana will raise the TN of
all spell caster by 1. This TN mallus does not apply to the "resistance
anti-psi effect" you are currently casting. 

>>>>> Minor talent Specific rules >>>>>>>>>>

Most of the rules works the same for minor talents. The only
difference is that some rule factors will be determined by the GM.

For mana investment, in situation of stress and danger, the
characters will always invest the maximum of mana they can in the spell. 
This rule is also applied for counter magic.  Of course some mana will be
wasted this way. 

You cannot make some mana raising or mana tapping with minor
talents. The spell effect parameters due to mana investment can be
determined by the Player if the GM approve the player's choice. Else, they
will be determined by the GM.

>>>>> Concentration >>>>>>>>>>

If you make a spell that require constant concentration, you
cannot do any other action in the following rounds besides concentrating
on the spell you have just cast. If you are attacked or if somebody is
trying to deconcentrate you, you must make a concentration roll vs the TN
of your spell. If you fail, the spell fail. You roll only once per round.
This rule works the same for anti-magic fields where you keep your
concentration. 

If according to initiative order you are attacked before be able
to perform a spell, you must make a concentration roll vs spell TN if this
spell is not condensed at instantaneous casting time. All raw talents does
not require a concentration roll since they have instantaneous casting
time.

>>>>> Rituals >>>>>>>>>>

A ritual consist in making a spell process that include 1 or many
magic user that wishes to produce an effect that require much more mana
that all magic user can possibly channel together. The ritual consist in
casting multiple times the same spell over and over again without
releasing the spell. Each spell casting attempt add mana to the spell and
when the desired amount of mana is reached, the spell is released. Here
are the rules for ritual : 
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--- Combining Psychic talent ---

First determine the talents required by the spell. All character
does not need have all the talents, they just need to combine the required
talents. For example, if you need matter control and transmutation, you
can perform a ritual with 2 characters that each have one of these talent.
Additional characters can join in to channel more mana. If a character has
2 talents and want to use them both, he will follow the same rank
modification to his talent rank as if he was using 2 talents in the same
spell. 

--- Target Number ---

Consider that each member in the ritual cast the same spell using
their talent. All the rules to the TN stay, only the talents rolled are
different. Law bonus are applied to all magic user.

--- Raising/Tapping Mana ---

Characters can can make some mana raising and mana tapping. You
can raise your mana for each casting attempt. God tapping can be done for
each casting and the same god can be tapped by more than 1 character in
the same ritual. Tapping from external source can be tapped up to the
character's magic power per casting attempts. If you perform a sacrifice,
the mana generated by the sacrifice can be set aside to be tapped later by
additional casting attempts.

--- Casting attempts ---

When you are ready, you start by making a casting attempt. All
characters roll VS their TN. The casting attempt works if all the
characters that succeeded their roll used all the talents required by the
spell. Else the attempt fails. See below for results. All character who
succeeded their roll, can add their invested mana in a mana pool that will
be used by the spell. If the mana pool does not contain yet the mana you
need, you can perform another casting attempt. 

--- Casting Attempt Failure ---

If some key characters ( they have a talent others dont ) fail
their casting attempt, all mana invested in the spell by all magic users
during this attempt is lost. These key characters must make a
concentration roll VS the TN of their spell. If they succeed their roll,
the spell can still be continued with additional casting attempts. If they
fail, the ritual fail and all mana in the mana pool is wasted. You must
make sure that the key characters that succeed their roll fill the missing
talents required by the spell. Which mean not all key characters need to
succeed their roll. For example 2 characters could have the same key
talent required by the spell only 1 of them need to succeed a
concentration roll.

--- Ritual Disruption ---

If somebody want to disrupt the ritual, all magic users must make
a concentration roll each round (minute) the disruption occur vs the TN of
their spell. If a character with a key talent fails, the who spell fail.
The characters in the ritual can optionally suspend the spell casting
attempt and concentrating on keeping the ritual active. Doing so will not
channel more mana in the spell but the character will roll their
concentration at TN -5. When they are ready, they can continue their
casting attempts normally. When a ritual is suspended, you can make raw
talent usage to protect yourself against the ritual disrupter but the
concentration roll will get back to the TN of the ritual.
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--- Ritual Time ---

To calculate the casting time of the ritual you need to use the
condensing level of the spell.  Take the highest value of all the
character's casting time ( see chapter 7 ) and add 5 minutes. Multiply
this time by the number of casting attempt done during the ritual and the
result is the ritual time. 

>>>>> Ley-Lines >>>>>>>>>>

Ley-Lines, a.k.a "Dragon Lines" are geographical lines of psy
energy that connect important religious monuments, nodes or very important
magical locations. A lots of mana flow in these lines. When a spell caster
wants to perform a spell that must use these Ley-lines as communication,
he lower TN of the spell by 10. Example of spell that require ley lines : 
Telepathic communication, Clair sensing, Gate creation, etc. Else you
benefit from a high density bonus. 

>>>>>---------- Chapter 6 : Magical Items ---------->>>>>>>>>>

Most magic items from the dungeon's master guide will stay the
same. Most of the changes will occur for items related to magic using.
Below you will find information about the various magic casting devices
and the new rules create them.

>>>>> Magic Using Items >>>>>>>>>>

There are many kind of magic items related to spell casting. Some
items can contain one or more of these abilities.

- Teaching Device : A teaching device contains a spell condensed to an
instantaneous casting time. The user must not know the spell but he
must be a competent magic user and have the talents required by the spell
in the item. The user must also spend his mana to boost the spell.

- Tapping Device : Tapping devices is usually a container of mana that can
be tapped during spell casting. Tapping device can be a simple mana
container that you must refill with mana or they can be some kind of power
plant that regenerate mana into the container by using surrounding ether,. 

- Triggering Devices : Triggering device contains the condensed spell and
emulate the required talent for the spell. You only need to say a command
word or have the will to use an object and the spell trigger itself. 
Anybody can use triggering device. You cannot add your own mana in the
spell for this kind of device. The spell use the mana in the device for
spell casting.  Triggering device usually have mana containers. 

- Stat/Rule modifying devices : Some devices can give stat bonus or rule
modifications to the spell casting. For example, a ring could improve the
magic user's magic power by 3 point or get a +2 bonus on all anti-psi
rolls.

- Expandable Devices : These are device that you use only once because
they are useless afterward. For example, scrolls, potions, etc. They
contains a spell, with talent and mana required to cast the spell. 

>>>>> Magic Item Creation >>>>>>>>>>

There are some changes in Magic item creation especially for items
related to spell casting. All items that give AC, hit, damage, skill bonus
stay the same. In the magic item creation table, you should remove
everything under "Spell Effect" and "special". You also remove the bonus
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spell items. Use the following rules to substitute theses

--- Stat bonus Devices ---

First, let start with stat bonus modification. You simply
square de bonus you wish and multiply it by a gold value according to the 
type of stat you want to boost. Here are the formulas for bonus stats related 
to magic using.

note : the "^" character means exponent. So 3^2 -> 3 Exponent 2 -> 9

Magic Item Stat modifier price

Talent rank bonus        Bonus^2 x 100gp
Magic Power Bonus^2 x 250gp
Deity Tapping Bonus^2 x 500gp
Mana Raising Bonus^2 x 100gp
Law Wisdom Bonus^2 x 100gp
Magic Attribute Modifier      Bonus^2 x 2000gp
Free mana     Bonus^2 x 500gp
Damage per dice rolled Bonus^2 x 1000gp
Talent Gift Talent rank ^2 x 50gp

A few clarification, Talent gift give a specific rank not
stackable with any rank the character currently have but it add the MAM
modifier. Talent rank bonus is a miscellaneous modifier added the the
character's current rank.

--- Tapping Devices ---

For tapping devices, you must create a mana container determined
by it's size and you must decide how it can be refilled. Anybody who can
tap mana can use a tapping device. In the formulas below, you take the
SIZE ( nb mana )of the mana container and place it in the formulas below.
You select your formula according to the recharge type. The device which
can recharge themselves have the REGEN variable which is the number of
points gained per hours. Place these 2 parameters in the formula and it
will give you the price in gold pieces.

Tapping Device Cost

Expandable Mana Source Size^1.25 x 1gp
   Once depleted, the item is useless, cannot be recharged.
Rechargeable Mana source Size^2 x 1gp
   Must transfer mana in the item from personal MP or other source.
Life Drain Mana Source Size^2 x Regen x 3gp
   Use HP from the wearer, people or monster around him to convert in in
   mana. Conversion is done at a 1:1 ratio.
Psychic Drain Mana Source Size^2 x Regen x 6gp
   Drain MP from the wearer, from people or objects around him to recharge
   itself. Conversion is done at 1:1 ratio.
Regenerating Mana Source Size^2 x Regen x 10 gp
   Use surrounding ether to convert it in mana. Does not work in zero mana
   density.

--- Spell Effect device ---

Spell effect device allows to cast spell. Some devices will also
have a mana container in them. So you must use the rules above about
tapping devices and add it to the price below. Still you only add HALF of
the price above since this mana container cannot be tapped for other
purpose that the spells in this item. You normally use rechargeable mana
container since the price is going to be divided later for expandable
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items.

   Spell teaching will allow you to cast the spell instantaneously but you
will still require talents or the "use magic device" skill. The
cost is influenced by the TN difficulty of the spell. To set
a condensed spell in an item, Use the following formula :

Spell TN ^2 x 1gp

This will teach any magic user the spell and it will be cast
instantly.  Still, he must use his talent and make a spell roll. The spell
in the item will determine the mana cost. Some spell can have variable
cost to power up the spell if desired, while other spells may have fixed
mana cost. The user must use his own mana if the items does not have a
container.

Spell casting device can also have inborn talents. Theses talent
can only SUBSTITUTE the talent of the user and can only be used to cast
spells in the item. To set a talent in an object, you use the following
formulas. 

Talent rank ^2 x 20gp

This talent can only be used for the spells in the item. You can
add you MAM modifier to this rank when rolling.

This mean that if you combine Condensed spells, inborn talents
and mana containers in the same item, the item can be used by anybody who
cannot cast spells. This is what I call a triggering device

The triggering device use the same rules as above for calculating
the price except that you multiply the final cost according to how the
spell is triggered. The character use the talent rank in the device to
cast the spell ( yes, a spell device can miss his spell invocation ) and
must use mana from the device. There are 4 type of triggering device : 

- Using Device ( Cost x1.5 ) : This kind of device require the user to
perform some operation of the item ( ex: push, rotate or move a
series of buttons )

- Command Word ( cost x2 ) : This kind of device activate itself when a
command word is loudly invoked. Anybody, even enemies, can invoke the
command word. The spell takes effect immediately even if the user does not
want to. 

- Conditional ( cost x2.5 ) : The spell of this device activate itself
when a certain conditions is met. For example, if HP is below 10, cast the
spell "Cure Wounds on wearer". 

- User Will ( cost x3 ) : The item will activate itself if the user is
willing to use it. No words or item manipulation required ( except
maybe pointing the wand toward the target ).

Some of these devices can be expandable, which mean they can only
be used once. To determine the price of these, use the rules above to
compute de price and divide it by 4 for using device. But even expandable
devices they can be triggered by command word ( divide by 3 ), Conditions (
divide by 2.5 )  or will ( divide by 2 ). If the item is an expandable for
magic user only ( like scrolls ) divide by 5.

Finally, if you place more than 1 condensed spell, use full price
for the most difficult spell, and divide by 2 the cost of all additional
spells.
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Here is a table that synthesize the rules above :

Spell Effect Devices Cost

Highest Spells Spell TN ^2 x 1gp
Native Talent Talent Rank ^2 x 20 Gp
Mana Container Tapping device price / 2
Using Device Total cost x1.5
Command Word device Total cost x2
Conditional Device Total cost x2.5
User will Device Total cost x3
Expandable Magic-User Total cost /5
Expandable Using Total cost /4
Expandable Command word Total cost /3
Expandable Conditional Total cost /2.5
Expandable Will Total cost /2
Additional Spells Spell TN^2 x 1gp / 2
   

As you can see, there is many possibilities. Even if spell casting
time can be very long ( see chapter 7 ) magic items can easily solve this
problem. For example : placing instant condensed spell in a ring. Now,
lets take a look at theses spells.

>>>>>---------- Chapter 7 : Spells ---------->>>>>>>>>>

This chapter contains many informations related to spell recipes.
Spell recipes are complete procedures and rules of a spell. They are not
essential but they make spell casting and talent combination easier. You
can also become more familiar with a spell increasing your chances to
perform it.

>>>>> Learning Spells >>>>>>>>>>

According to your character's background and your Game Master, you
should know a few spell at the beginning of the game and should have
practiced them enough to condense them correctly. If you play a sorcerer,
you won't have much spells since you can use raw talent more efficiently. 
Spells acquired are not specified in the rules. You can possess any spell
you wish and you can create a spell if you want to. For more realism, at
the beginning of the game, spell TN should not be higher than 20. Spells
learn are not determined by levels but more by what you do during the game
and what you do during your free time between adventures. It's like buying
equipment, you don't get weapons by raising levels, you get weapon by
doing some shopping.

Free Time can be used to create or learn spell, I suggest an
amount of 1 month to learn and practice a spell, and 2 month for creation
and practicing. Time can also be used for spell condensing, see below. 
This time can be adjusted by the GM. A character can acquire a spell
without learning it. He write it on his character sheet and then he can
spend the appropriate time later to learn the spell. To learn a spell at
rank 1, you must at least be able to cast if 5 times during your practice. 
If the TN is too high, if you cannot channel enough mana or if you do not
have the required talents, it is totally illogical that you can possibly
have gained rank in this spell. 

>>>>> Spell Condensing >>>>>>>>>>

Spell condensation is somewhat the casting time of the spell. When
you practice a spell, you can reduce the amount of time required to cast a
spell. The higher you raise in levels, the easier it is to perform a full
spell. The condensation is not related to the power of the spell, it a
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matter of when have you leaned the spell If learn a basic spell very
lately in the game, it will be less condensed than somebody else who has
already learned that spell a long time ago. 

Each spell will have a condensing level. When you learn or create
a spell, the rank is 1. Learning a spell mean that you have successfully
practiced it a few time. When you get some free time during quest, the GM
will give you a number of condensation point you can place on your spells.
You cannot raise your spell by more than 1 ranks at a time. The number of
points receive depend on the free time you have. As a guide line, use 2
weeks of time for 1 condensation points.  Condensation points can only be
spent on spells you have learned.It increase a spell rank you must spend a
number of point equal to the rank you want to reach. if you spent point in
all your spells and you still have some points, you lose them. You can
still use this excess of free time to try to learn new spells. 

If a character write a spell on his character sheet that has a
rank of 0, it mean that the character has the spell ( in a book ) but dit
not learned it yet. Still the character can try to perform this spell at
highest casting time ( 100 minutes ).

If a spell has been cast intensively with success during a part of
the adventure( at least 5 times) the character can receive a free
condensation for this spell if the GM approves.  Higher condensation
should require more successful casting.

According to your character's level, the condensation of your
spell will vary. Look at the chart below to see the casting time of your
spell.  The values are indicated in minute or round ( even if d20 said 1
round =/= 1 minute ). To the left you have the level of your character and
to the top the rank of the spell. A spell with a casting time of "-" is
instantaneous like a raw talent. 

For combat purpose, the spell always activate itself at the end
of a round unless the spell is instant. Which mean a minute/round casting
time will take effect at the end of a round and the spell caster can be
disrupted in his spell casting if he is attacked. While raw talent or
instant spell casting take effect according to initiative order.

Spell Rank Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5
Level
1 100 80 60 40 20
2 95 76 56 36 16
3 90 72 52 32 13
4 85 68 48 28 10
5 80 64 44 24 8
6 76 60 40 20 6
7 72 56 36 17 4
8 68 52 32 14 2
9 64 48 28 11 1
10 60 44 25 8 1
11 56 40 22 6 1
12 52 36 19 4 -
13 49 32 16 2 -
14 46 29 13 1 -
15 43 26 10 1 -
16 40 23 8 1 -
17 37 20 6 - -
18 34 18 4 - -
19 32 16 2 - -
20 30 14 1 - -
21 28 12 1 - -
22 26 10 1 - -
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23 24 8 1 - -
24 22 6 1 - -
25 20 4 1 - -
...
Minimum 20 4 1 - -

If you want to perform some mana raising or tapping, this will
change the casting time of the spell.  If you are tapping from a magic
item, it does not increase the casting time. If you are tapping from a
god, your minimum casting time is 1 minute because you must recite a
prayer. If you make some mana raising, it will time according to the
technique used.  Dancing and singing might require at least a few minutes
according to the GM discretion. 

>>>>> Spell Recipe Creation >>>>>>>>>>

This is the procedures to create a spell recipe. There is spell
sheet at the end of this document to note the information about a spell. 
In chapter 5, you have seen the rules for investing mana into a spell.
When you define a spell, you should indicate the mana investment in each
category except for 1 or 2 category which can be variable to extend the
power of the spell according to the need. Making spell recipe speed up the
process of rules calculations and makes raw talent more adaptable than
spells.

Note that a spell recipes should be generic to any magic user. So
it must not contain specific modifiers of the character on the spell
sheet. Take note that all the information required for the steps below are
located in chapter 5. 

--- 1 - Material Component ---

List all the items and material required to perform the spell.
These items does not necessarily need to be expandable, they can be focus
items. Material item generally invoke either laws or the item has some
usage in the spell ( ex : animate arrow : requires arrows (^_^) ).

--- 2 - Psy Talents ---

List all the psi talents required to cast this spell. Indicate the
effect used by the talent and the TN required. If there is 2 or more
talents use the highest TN.

--- 3 - Law Invocation ---

Write the list of all the laws invoked through the spell process. 
Write the bonus given to the TN by the law. Totalize the TN modification
for laws. 

--- 4 - Additional Modifier ---

If your spell complexity is raised voluntarily write down the
effect and modifier there. If you have any other modifier that are
applied in all spell casting situation.

Totalize these modifier and calculate the final TN with the talent
TN, laws and additional modifier. Additional situational modifier
will be applied to this final TN when casting the spell.

--- 5 - Mana investment ---

Write down your mana distribution to determine the spell range,
damage, unresistance, damage dice, etc. You can leave 1 or 2 parameter as
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variable to place more mana desired to taste. Totalize this mana to
compute the minimum mana required for the spell. 

--- 6 - Description and casting procedure ---

Describe the casting procedure and the result of the spell. The
procedure should exclude all mana raising or tapping procedures. 

>>>>> Spell Variations >>>>>>>>>>

You can sometime make some spell variations on the spot. There are
a few various you can perform.

--- New Laws ---

According to the situation or additional available material, you
can invoke additional law. Each law give you additional bonus. You can
only add 1 new material component to the spell to invoke laws.

--- New talents ---

If you use an additional talent to alterate the effect, you add 3
to your TN since you have not practiced this variation and it count as
talent combined spell.

--- Parameter change ---

You can modify some mana investment to make the spell more
powerful than the pre-calculated non-variable investment. You can change
any number of parameters but you can only raise or lower it by 1 rank in
the parameter table ( Area of effect, damage, unresist ). Each variation
raise the TN by 2.  Variable mana parameter does not count as variations. 

>>>>>---------- Chapter 8 : Additional Informations ---------->>>>>>>>>>

This is various complementary informations that can be useful to
know.

>>>>> Worshiping >>>>>>>>>>

A character class that has some God tapping ability, you must do
some prayers and worshiping at the beginning of the day. Worshiping
consist in giving mana to the pattern that is worshiped. This patterned
will then be able to send back mana in return for spell casting when
needed.  All classes that can tap from a deity must give away at the
beginning of the day 10% of their mana ( minimum 1 mana ). Which mean that
these characters will never be full of mana. 

>>>>> Planes and Universe >>>>>>>>>>

Here is a few informations to make the distinction between plane
and universes. A universe is a world, a galaxy, heaven, Hell, etc. All
universes have planes and they generally are all the same. Planes are
parallel dimensions to the universes. Here are the planes available from
bottom to top : 

Earth Plane : The Plane the characters are living in.
Etheric Plane : The plane where ether flow. Spirit makes etheric bodies to
   be seen but they do not live in the etheric plane. Werewolfs can also
   create etheric bodies when shape changing.
Astral Plane : This is where everybody's soul resides.
Mental Plane : This is referred to the collective unconsciousness. It can
   also contains patterned worshiped.
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Spiritual Plane : Contains many natural spirits ( Gods, Demons ).
Causal Plane : Contains the abstract concepts of the universe  
   (ex:Yin/Yang, Wyrm/Wild/Web, Murphy's Law, etc )

Unless the world creator want to make changes in the plane list,
these planes are always present in all universe. Still their content may
be different from a universe to another. To access an higher plane you
must pass through all the lower planes.

Making changes in higher planes by projecting yourself can
alterate the lower planes. For example, you could make a healing spell
more efficient by healing from the astral planes. The results of a spell
with astral projection can hardly be determined with mathematical
formulas, so the GM must be the judge. 

An easy example can be done with a healing spell. When you raise
in the planes, you will change de dices you are using for healing. If you
heal from the astral plane you should raise your dice rank by 1 (D6->D8). 
If you astral project to the spiritual plane you should raise dice rank by
2(D6->d10). Yes, you can raise the difficulty of the spell to normally
increase the dice rank by 1 (D6->D8).  Combining both these bonus will
give up to a total of D12 as healing dice. Now make sure you place a lot
of mana to benefit from this D12. 

>>>>> "Mage : the ascension" correspondence >>>>>>>>>>

For those who are familiar with mage the ascension, here is a
correspondence Sphere to Psy-talent. The spheres cannot not necessarily
all have an equivalent. This is just to give you a general idea.

Correspondence : Clair-Sensing for distant sensing, Teleportation
Entropy : Very Difficult to produce, Use plane control to project in
   higher planes to make changes that will affect planes below.
Force : Energy Control, Transmutation, Psychokinesis
Life : Biokinesis, Psychokinesis,
Matter : Matter Control, Transmutation, Psychokinesis
Mind : Telepathy,
Prime : Transmutation ( ether ->?? ), Ether Control
Spirit : Plane Control, Psychokinesis
Time : Delayed spells with Plane control, Hypercognition,

>>>>> D20 Rules reinterpretation >>>>>>>>>>

This is a few rules adaptation or correspondence to other rules in
D20 system.

--- Spell Component ---

To give you an idea of the "VSM" of the spell here is the info :

Verbal : If you invoke laws of power, names, Meditation chant if you raise
   mana through singing, prayers, the spell will be verbal.

Somatic : If you raise your mana through dancing, sex, or require some
   material manipulation, the spell will be somatic.

Material : If the spell require material components to invoke laws for 
   your spell it has material component.

Note that law invocations and mana raising can be optional so it
does not necessarily require these component. It also mean tha most raw
talent have no component.
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--- Arcane Spell Failure ---

Arcane spell failure should only be applied if the spell is somatic.
Most raw talent dont have arcane spell failure. See above to see if spell
requires movement. If spell failure can occurs, raise spell TN by 1 point
for each 5% of arcane spell failure the character has.

--- Monster Spells and Abilities ---

If you have monsters that have spell like abilities, use the spell
rules of the player's handbook. If you have monster that can cast spell,
if you can convert them with the AT20 magic system or use the original
rules and set an average number of mana for the spell in case of counter
magic.

--- Spellcraft skill ---

Spellcraft skill works likes in the original system. It could be
useful for example to know what kind of spell effect will occur in order
to perform a raw talent anti-psi. Or it could be used to reproduce a spell
process observed.

--- Critical Success Spell casting ---
 

When roll to cast a spell, if you roll 19-20, you roll a second
D20 dice and you add it the previous result. It allows you to roll more
than 20 on a spell casting roll.

>>>>> New Talents and Other world magic >>>>>>>>>>

You do not like the talents proposed in the original AT book
because they look to much like psionic abilities? These talents does not
fit with the concept of your world, then you can simply replace ESP,HC and PK
talents by new talents of your choice. Just define a range of powers and
limitation with a TN for each kind of effect.

For example, we could use the elements as talents : Air, Water,
Fire, Earth control for making elementalist. This will give the
possibility to Reshape, Alterate, Transmute the mastered element. It will
somewhat be a fusion of matter/Energy control, Psychokinesis and
transmutation but limited to earth, fire, water or air. For example : the
talent "Water Elementalism" would allow you to reshape and move water,
change it to ice or vapor, make rain, water breathing ( extract oxygen
from water ) and maybe summon/control water elementals.

Another example, is to use the magic school of D&D as talent or
subdivide them in smaller talents. Magic Schools are : Necromancy,
Abjuration, Conjuration, Illusion, Invocation, Evocation, Divination,
Alteration. Just define the effects that can/can't be done with this
talent. 

Finally some worlds have very specific set of powers. For example,
star wars D20, will have a set of power related to the "Force". I have not
played star wars D20 but I have played the first star wars RPG and they
have divided the force skills into 3 categories : Control, Sense and
Alter. You could simply make 3 talents with theses or if you think these
talent are too wide, subdivide them into more talents. 

I strongly suggest you keep the anti-psi talents, or some
equivalent, to give some protection to the magic user classes against
magic. You can create new ones if you wish.

>>>>> Optional Rules >>>>>>>>>>
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These are a set of optional rules that can be use if the GM wants
it. Some people might find these rules too much abusive.

--- Immunity to own Magic ---

I tought it was the default rule in D&D 2nd edition, but I was
surprised when I almost killed my self be receiving my own flaming sphere
in my face. The rule is simple, you are immune to your own direct magical
effects because you take some precautions to protect yourself especially
for this spell. This exclude indirect effects. With this rule, you can
cast a fire ball on your self but it will still hit your friend.  Still,
using a wand of fireball won't immune you against your spell unless the
wand is only a teaching device and you are a magic user.

To limit this rule, the GM could ask the caster to pay
extra mana for the protection to take effect. The caster should pay a
extra 20% of mana,

--- Dispel Own spell ---

This optional rules also comes from an unwanted event where a
invisibility sphere made my dying character invisible preventing the other
characters to heal me because the caster could not dispel his own spell. 
The rule is simple, any spell you have cast can be instantly destroyed as
soon as you want it. 

To limit this rule, you can ask to perform some improved counter
magic on the spell. The counter magic base TN is 10 instead of 15 and the
mana invested for counter magic count as quadruple instead of double.

--- Backward Cumulative Effect ---

Let say you want to make a telepathic communication at TN 25. You
fail your TN 25 roll but you would have succeed a TN 15 which would have
allowed you to send a simple message. This rules says that if you succeed
a less complex effect while failing a more complex, the less complex
effect can be performed. You can also apply this rule if the roll is
greater than the expected TN. 

>>>>> Rule Variations or Simplifications >>>>>>>>>>

This is section contains a series of rule variations or
simplifications of my own system. These are generally some ideas that
spawned in my head after I have finished the document.

--- Spell talents and Character talents ---

I tought about this rule When the document was near completion and
I was not sure to change all the rules above to this rule. I will do a few
play testing and make the changes if necessary.

When you cast a spell that requires more that 1 talent, you must
use the Highest TN, and modify your lowest Talent Rank. Instead of doing
this. You make 1 separate roll for each talent in the spell. If make you
roll more times but it can advantage you character. For example :

Spell Talents required
Psychokinesis 15
Energy Control 25

Character's Talent
Psychokinesis MAM 2, Rank 2 = 4
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Energy Control  MAM 2, Rank 10 = 12

With the original rules, you must make a roll vs TN 25 with a
combined talent rank of 8 ( MAM 2, rank 2, Mod 4 = 8 ). Which can be a
disadvantage because if the spell was only using Energy control you would
have a bonus of 12.

With this rule variation, you make 1 roll for psychokinesis TN 15
with a rank of 4 and you make 1 Energy control roll vs TN 25 with a rank
of 12. It make you roll twice but you are advantaged by the fact that even
if Energy control has a higher TN, you are better in this talent.

If you use this rule system, all laws and additional modifiers are
applied to both roll. Second, you must succeed both rolls for the spell to
work, partial success is impossible. Unless the GM want to. When using raw
talent, you add the multi-talent penalty to both rolls.

For critical success, the 2nd dice rolled can be added to the 
previous or next talent roll if one of theses rolls have failed.

>>>>>---------- Chapter 9 : Conclusion ---------->>>>>>>>>>

First of all, thank you for having the courage to read this
document, there is a lot of text and I tought tha it could have discourage
some people to read. A few thing still left but they are more reference
informations like spell/item examples, Character feat to work with this
system and of course the character sheets.

Of course, you can reinterpret or modify many rules in this
document because there are surely some flaw in the rules that let you
abuse of a particular effect. But the basic should normally stay the
same. There might also be a lot of number adjustment to do, this can only
be seen through play testing.

If you play test this system, I want to have some feedback. You can
always e-mail for feedback, comments, critics or insults. If you have some
new ideas or supplement material, I could add it to my web page. Here is
my coordinates :

E-Mail  ericp@ariel.bdeb.qc.ca
Web page for D20 ariel.bdeb.qc.ca/~ericp/d20/

I thank you very much and I hope that this document will get
handy to many players.

>>>>>---------- Appendix A : Abbreviation & Glossary ---------->>>>>>>>>>

>>>>> Abbreviations >>>>>>>>>>

AT : Authentic Thaumaturgy
D20 : System D20 
D&D : Dungeon & Dragons
ESP : Extra Sensory Perception
HC : Hypercognition
PK : Psychokinesis
APSI : Anti-Psi
RSPK : Recurrent Spontaneous Psychokinesis
TN : Target Number
MAM : Magic Attribute Modifier
TP : Talent Points
MP : Mana Point ( not Magic Power )

>>>>> Glossary >>>>>>>>>>
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Anti-Psi : Psy-talent used for counter magic.
Catapsi : Ability to create psychic static.
Condensing spells : Casting time of the spell.
Extra-Sensory Perception : Ability to control elements of the mind.
Hypercognition : Ability to intuitively know certain informations.
Instant Amnesia : Rule that make you forget the spell when you cast it.
Klutzokinesis : Uncoordinate the behavior of biological mechanism.
Laws of Magic : Various laws that can be invoked to ease spell casting.
Ley-Lines : Geographical line of magic energy. 
Magic Power : Maximum mana that can be invested in a spell.
Magic Attribute Modifier : A attribute for magic unique for each class.
Mana Dice : The dice rolled at each level for gaining mana.
Mana Points : Power points used to boost spells.
Mana Raising : Increasing the power potential through stimulation
Mesmerism : Some form of suggestion through telepathic sending.
Minor Gift : Minor psy ability know by non-magic users
Negapsi : Ability to reverse the meaning of a spell.
Planes : Parallel layers to a universe.
Psychic talent : This is a "Skill" that magic use use to perform magic.
Psychokinesis : Ability to control element of the physical world.
Reddopsi : Ability to mirror a spell directly to the caster.
Ritual : Long process, cast the spell multiple time before releasing it.
Specialist Talents : Talents that are not "Cross-classed skill".
Spell Rank : The degree of practice and familiarization of the spell.
Tapping : Absorb mana from a container for spell casting.
Universe : A world where people and creatures can live in.
Worshiping : Give a part of personal mana to a god.

>>>>>---------- Appendix B : Magic User Feats ---------->>>>>>>>>>

This is a small list of magic use feats Ideas I had in mind. You
can create new ones if you wish. All these feats can only be taken once
unless specified. Since this magic system is much more complex and
detailed, there is much more feats than the original d20 system. Some GM
might find that some of these feats are too much abusive. You can restrict
them if you wish.

- Enhanced magic power : Improve the magic user's magic power stat by 3
points.

- Enhanced Mana Raising : Improve your mana raising stat by 3 points.

- Enhanced Faith : Improve you god mana tapping by 3 points

- Enhanced law invocation : Improve law wisdom by 3 point.

- Psi combination control : For Non-Sorcerer characters, this feat reduce
the penalty to psy talent combination for raw talent usage. Here is the
modified table :

#Psi Combine Penalty
2 TN + 3
3 TN + 6
4 TN + 10
5 TN + 15

- Enhanced save unresistance : Improve the unresistance of your spells.
All you spell default saving are half/full. 

- Counter magic Channelling : When investing mana for counter magic
effects, the conversion ration is 1 point for 3 counter magic mana instead
of 1 point for 2 mana. 
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- Extra reaction anti-psi : In a round, you get 1 additional raw talent
anti-psi effect as a reaction. Which allows you to change the anti-psi
field during the round.

- Spell mastery : At each level, you get 3 points to set in your spell
ranks.

- Mana recuperation : When you fail a spell, instead of losing the
invested mana, you can recuperate up to your basic ( unmodified by
items, attributes or raising ) magic power in mana. You cannot receive
more mana that you have invested, of course.

- Talent Focus( Same as the original ) : ( Can be taken multiple times on
different talents but not on the same talent ).  This give you a +3 bonus
on a talent. Allows to exceed max rank limit. 

- Law Mastery : Every law invoked in a spell by other means than material
components gives an additional -1 bonus to the spell TN. This bonus can
exceed law wisdom stat,

- Natural potential : ( Can be only taken at character creation ).You
raise you MAM by 1. Modifying all related stat

- Talent Speciality : ( Can be only taken at character creation ).  You
get an additional specialist talent.

- Condensing mastery : All casting time are divided by 2. If the casting
time was 1 it now becomes instantaneous.

- Internal Node : ( Can be only taken at character creation ). All your
mana dice roll get a +2 when rolling for mana during level up. 

- Improved Direct Effect : You default damage dice for spell is now D8
instead of D6. You can also raise your spell to use D10 ( instead of D8 ).
This ability is also applied to healing spells.

- Talent Compensation : When you are using combining talents that have a
great score differences, your result score will be higher. Instead of 3
points steps for +1 and 5 points for a +2, it's now 2 points for +1 and 3
points for +2. 

- Mana Channelling : You are well trained in the movements of large amount
of mana. Instead of raising the spell TN by 1 point for each 5 mana
invested, you raise you TN by 1 for each 8 point invested.

- Improved unresistance : Your spells are harder to save. For each mana
spent on unresistance, the save TN is raise by 3 points instead of 2.

- Improved anti-Counter-magic : Your spells are harder to dispel. For each
mana you place in spell protection, the counter magic TN is raised by 3
points instead of 2.

- Double Mind : ( Can only be taken at character creation ). You can
keep in concentration 2 spell at a time. Which mean you can cast a
concentrated spell in the 1st round and while keeping concentration, you
can cast other spells, make other actions or cast another concentration
spell and keep concentration on both spell. When disrupted, make a
concentration roll for each spell you concentrate on. If you concentrate
on 2 spell at a time, you are limited in your action like any other 
concentrating spell caster. But if you only concentrate on 1 spell, your
actions are free as if you were not concentrating.
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- Ritual Mastery : When performing rituals, the amount of mana you can
invest in a successful attempt is doubled.

note : Bonus from the following feats cannot stack over another. Ex :
Psychokinesis received from Matter and energy control cannot reach +4.

- Life control aptitude : Receive +2 on Biokinesis and Psychokinesis.
- Matter control aptitude : Receive +2 on Matter Control and Psychokinesis.
- Energy control aptitude : Receive +2 on Energy Control and Psychokinesis.
- Counter magic Aptitude : Receive +2 on Ether Control and Disrupt
- Data Control Aptitude : Receive +2 on Telepathy and Hypercognition
- Dimensional Aptitude : Receive +2 on Teleportation and Plane Control
- Developed minor talent : Minor talent receive a +2

The following feats have been copied from the original Player's Handbook

- Combat casting ( Same as the original ) : You are well trained in
casting complete spells in combat making it harder to deconcentrate you.
When casting a spell in combat, you get a +4 to all concentration rolls. 

- Magical Aptitude ( Same as the original) : Receive +2 on spell craft and
+2 on Use Magic device.

>>>>>---------- Appendix C : Spell list Examples ---------->>>>>>>>>>

Here is a the spell list examples. There are 20 spells in this
list that where chosen according to it's spell effect interpretation
complexity.  It will give you a better idea of which talent to use in
order to perform a particular effect. Some spell where chosen from D&D
others are my creation. 

Note that some rule effect have been improvised on the spot for
the purpose of the spell. You cannot predict all the rule possibilities of
all spell effect imaginable. So creating new parameters and variable is
correct, still it must make some sense and be approved by the GM. Also
take note that TN modifier caused by mana investment has not been added to
the base difficulty of the spell since most mana investment is variable.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ALARM

Material                           
   Music instrument ( Whistle, Trumpet, etc )
Psychic talents   
   Telepathy TN 20
   Energy Control TN 15
Law Invocation 
   Synchronicity ( AI to interpret suspicious events ) TN -1
   Association ( Music Instrument ) TN -1
   Self-Knowledge ( Define What is good/evil ) TN -1
   Personification ( Analyse Objects hostility ) TN -1
   Finite Sense ( Intention cannot be seen ) TN -1
Mana Investment
   Duration Variable ( See below )
   Spatial Magical range factor Variable ( See Below )
Spell Minimum TN TN 15

This is a very intelligent spell that will read the mind of
peoples or objects that enter a specific area. If they have hostile
intentions, the alarm will trigger itself through the instrument used in
the spell. The spell duration and scanned area is variable. Of the space of
the scanned area, use the Spatial magical range factor table but under the
PK,APSI column instead of the ESP,HC column and divide by 2 to get the
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radius. For the spell duration, use the table below instead of the
standard table for more convenience :

Alarm Spell duration according to mana investment
Default 5 Hours
3 10 Hours
6 18 Hours
10 1 Days
15 2 Days

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ANIMATE MISSILE

Material                           
   Arrows or other projectiles
Psychic talents    
   Psychokinesis TN 15
Additional Modifiers
   Require Range attack roll TN -3
   Close range 30 TN +0
Mana Investment
   Spell duration 1-5 min. Variable Mana
   Nb of target affected Variable Mana
Spell Minimum TN TN 12

This spell consist in using psychokinesis on a set of arrows or
other aerodynamic projectiles.  These arrows start moving to the caster's
will. the number of arrows affected are determined by the mana invested (
see below. These arrows can be used in 2 ways. First, you can send them
all into 1 direction to make an arrow barrage. This will make the spell
duration instantaneous. All the targets that get caught in the barrage
receive these arrow attack. Second, you can make the arrow circle around
you arms or your body and throw them at the desired target. The spell
duration is determined by the mana invested. You can release up to 5
arrows per round. Each arrow must make a range attack roll to hit it's
target. The arrows to enchant must be inside a 30 feet radius of the
caster but the arrows themselves can fly up to a long bow's attack
distance ( with the range modifiers to the attack roll ). The damage of
the spell is determined by the damage of the projectile ( yes, you can
throw enchanted arrows ).

Use the table below to determine the number or arrows under the control of
the caster :

Default up to 5 Arrows
3 Mana 6 - 25 Arrows
6 Mana 25 - 100 Arrows
10 Mana 101 - 300 Arrows
15 Mana 301 - 1000 Arrows

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
BLUR

Material                           
   Clear Crystal Item ( Ball, Necklace, etc )
Psychic talents
   Energy Control TN 15
Law Invocation 
   Association ( Crystal Reflect light ) TN -1
   Finite Sense ( Disrupt Senses ) TN -1
Additional Modifiers
   Spell range Touch/Self TN -3
Mana Investment
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   Spell Duration   Variable Mana
   Number of target affected ( One ) 0 Mana
   Stat Bonus ( Misc AC raised ) Variable Mana
Spell Minimum TN 10

This spell will make your image fuzzy to others. You must have a
item with a medium size crystal that will be used for the focus. You will
receive an AC miscellaneous bonus according to the mana invested up to +5.
The spell duration is variable according to the mana invested. You can
cast this spell on your self or on somebody else but the target must wear
the crystal. Once cast, the target of the spell cannot be transfered to
somebody else by trading the crystal item. If the target lose the crystal
item, it becomes normally visible and the item continue tu blur until
spell ends. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
BLESS

Material                           
   Holy Symbol of the god, spirit to invoke
Psychic talents
   Plane Control 15
Law Invocation 
   Association ( Holy Symbol ) TN -1
   Law of Evocation ( Deity ) Variable according to piety
Additional Modifiers
   Close range 30 Feet TN +0
   Undefined effect Modifier TN +3
Mana Investment
   Spell Duration 20 Min 6 Mana
   Nb of Target affected Variable Mana
   Stat Bonus ( AC, DMG, Hit, Save ) Variable Mana (4 stats to modify)
Spell Minimum TN TN 17

This spell will enchant a group of persons to make them receive
bonus on 4 stats : AC, Damage, Hit rolls and saves. Since the effect of
theses bonus is not really determined, a +3 undefined effect modifier has
been added to the spell. You must ask for a blessing through an holy
symbol that represent the deity you want to invoke. The number of affected
target is variable to mana investment. The stat bonus range from +1 to +5
according to mana investment. You must raise all the 4 stat together. You
cannot give more bonus on AC and less on saves. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
CALL LIGHTNING

Material                           
   Metallic Rod carved with ancient runes
Psychic talents
   Energy Control                                    TN 25
Law Invocation 
   Association ( Metal rod attracts lightning ) TN -1
   Negative attraction ( Current + attracted by - ) TN -1
   Words of Power ( Runes on Rod ) TN -1
   Evocation ( Call upon the god of thunder ) Variable to piety
Additional Modifiers
   Long Range TN +5
Mana Investment
   Damage Dice Variable Mana
   Area of effect 5 M radius 0 Mana
   Spell Duration  1 - 5 Rounds 3
   Improved unresistance Variable Mana
Spell Minimum TN 27
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This spell can only be used in a stormy day. It will direct the
lightning to location desired. You must use a Metallic rod carved with
ancient words and make an invocation to the god of thunder ( Thor or
somebody else ). This will allow you during 5 round to strike a target you
can see with a lightning bolt falling from the sky ( 1 bolt per round ). 
The damage of the bolt in D6 depends on the mana invested. The bolt will
damage all targets within 5 Meters radius of the strike point. You can
optionally invest mana in improved unresistance to increase the save
difficulty of the targets.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
CURE WOUNDS IMPROVED

Material                           
   Biology Book
   Vial of pure water
   Optional Holy symbol that represent a deity to invoke
   Optional piece of target
Psychic talents
   BioKinesis TN 15
   Sensing TN 15
   Psychokinesis TN 20
Law Invocation 
   Knowledge ( Biology Book ) TN -1
   Cause & Effect ( Cell behavior ) TN -1
   Dynamic Balance ( Cell Communicat.) TN -1
   Association ( Water give life ) TN -1
   Contagion ( casting from distance )  Variable
   Optional Evocation Optional TN variable to piety
   Finite Sense ( Using Sensing ) TN -1
   Association ( Holy Symbol ) TN -1
Additional Modifiers
   Complexity Modifier TN +8
   Target range touch or distance Variable
   Optional Spell Dice Raise modifier Opt. TN +5
Mana Investment
   Nb of Heal dices Variable
Spell Minimum TN 22 ( lot of variations )

This spell is a bit more complicated. First it can be cast with the
invocation for a god or not. If you invoke a deity, you need the holly
symbol and apply the evocation law modifier. You can cast the spell from
touch range ( TN -3 ) or from distance. When casting from distance, apply
the law of contagion. It make it easier to have a piece of the target  
(ex: hair ) for better contagion. Since this spell use sensing and
psychokinesis in conjunction with Biokinesis, the heal dices will be D8
instead of D6. But you can optionally raise the spell difficulty by +5 to
use D10 instead. The number of dices you roll is determined by the mana
invested.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
CURE WOUNDS ENHANCED

Material                           
   Biology Book
   Vial of pure water
   Optional Holy symbol that represent a deity to invoke
   Optional piece of target
Psychic talents    
   BioKinesis TN 15
   Sensing TN 15
   Psychokinesis TN 20
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   Plane Control TN 20 or TN 30
Law Invocation 
   Knowledge ( Biology Book ) TN -1
   Cause & Effect ( Cell behavior ) TN -1
   Dynamic Balance ( Cell Communicat.) TN -1
   Association ( Water give life ) TN -1
   Contagion ( casting from distance )  Variable
   Optional Evocation Optional TN variable to piety
   Finite Sense ( Using Sensing ) TN -1
   Association ( Holy Symbol ) TN -1
Additional Modifiers
   Complexity Modifier TN +8
   Target range touch or distance Variable
   Optional Spell Dice Raise modifier Opt. TN +5
Mana Investment
   Nb of Heal dices Variable
Spell Minimum TN 22

This spell is the improved version of Cure Wound Improved. It
allows you to use plane control to heal from higher planes. This spell can
be done without god invocation so you wont need holy symbol and the
evocation law wont apply. You can cast the spell from touch range ( TN -3
) or from distance. When casting from distance, apply the law of
contagion. It make it easier to have a piece of the target (ex: hair ) for
better contagion. You basically use D8 heal dice since you use
Psychokinesis. But you also get a dice rank increment since you are
healing from higher planes. If you heal from astral plane ( TN 20 ) you
Raise dice rank to D10, while from Spiritual plane ( TN 30 ) raise dice
rank to D12. You can optional raise the heal dice by 1 rank for a +5 to TN
allowing you to reach up to D14. The number of dices rolled is determined
by mana invested.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
CURE POISON

Material                           
   Book of toxins
   Poison Sample
   Optional Holy symbol
Psychic talents    
   Transmutation TN 15
   Sensing TN 20
Law Invocation 
   Knowledge ( Book of Toxins ) TN -1
   Similarity ( Poison sample ) TN -1
   Finite sense ( Need to use sensing ) TN -1
   Evocation ( Deity ) Variable to piety
   Association ( Holy Symbol ) TN -1
Additional Modifiers
   Target touch/Self TN -3   
   Complexity Modifier Variable TN
Spell Minimum TN 13

This spell allows to cure various kind of material or biological
poisons by transmuting the cells/atoms of the poison in an inoffensive
composition which can be absorb by the body. Cure poison has an optional
complexity modifier in case the poison is more complicated to modify. 
Curing poison will remove all its negatives effects after at least 20
minutes. There is not way to power up with mana this spell. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
COMPREHEND LANGUAGE
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Material                           
   Book of Linguistics Logic
   Piece of target language writings.
Psychic talents
   Telepathy TN 20
Law Invocation 
   Personification (object has a mind) TN -1
   Association (Similar letters in the writings ) TN -1
   Synthesis (Word are combination of other words) TN -1
   Unity (All words are logically a part of something) TN -1
   Knowledge ( Book of linguistic logic ) TN -1   
   Similarity ( Piece of target language writings ) TN -1
Additional Modifiers
   Complexity Modifier Variable
   Close range TN +0
Mana Investment
   Spell Duration Variable
   Nb of target effected Variable
Spell Minimum TN 14

This spell allows understand foreign languages by reading or
hearing. For reading objects, you consider them has person who has a mind
that can be read ( law of personification ). You can lightly speak the
language since you understand some patterns, let just say you will talk
with a strong accent. According to the complexity of the language, to GM
can add a complexity modifier to the spell. The spell duration of the
spell is variable to you mana invested and many targets can be affected by
the spell if you invest more mana. When trying to read a language, you can
use a sample of writings to invoke the law of similarity.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
MORAL DETECTION

Material                           
   Measurement instrument ( Compass or other )
Psychic talents
   Telepathy TN 20
Law Invocation 
   Self-Knowledge ( Define What is good/evil ) TN -1
   Personification ( Detection on Objects ) TN -1
   Negative Attraction (Measurement instrument) TN -1
   Finite Sense ( Morality cannot be seen ) TN -1
Additional Modifiers
   Active Concentration TN -3
Mana Investment
   Spatial Magical Range Factor Variable
   Spell Duration Variable
Spell Minimum TN TN 14

This spell allows you to make some moral detection on persons or
objects around you. You must concentrate on your instrument and focus on a
moral alignment to detect. It can be anything from the usual alignments :
Good, Evil, Chaos, Law or anything else at least that it is a behavior of
the mind. The detection range of you spell is variable to your mana
invested ( divide Km by 2 for radius ). You must keep active concentration
for the whole duration of the spell which is also variable.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
DISENCHANT

Material                           
   Book about enchantments
Psychic talents
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   Subversion TN 20
Law Invocation 
   Knowledge ( Book of enchantment ) TN -1
   Positive Attraction (Use mana to attract mana) TN -1
Additional Modifiers
   Close range 0
   Active Concentration TN -3
Mana Investment
   Counter magic Mana Variable
Spell Minimum TN 15

This spell will change the meaning of the enchantment's mana into
normal inoffensive mana. The target must be at close range and you must
make some active concentration on the spell. You invest the counter magic
mana necessary to counter the spell.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FORCE BUBBLE

Material                           
   Small Sphere made of transparent material ( crystal, glass )
Psychic talents
   Transmutation 25
   Psychokinesis 15                                    
Law Invocation 
   Similarity ( Small Sphere ) TN -1
   Personal Universe ( Sub universe ) TN -1
Additional Modifiers
   Target Range Self TN -3
Mana Investment
   Spell Duration Variable
   Spell anti-Counter-Magic Variable
Spell Minimum TN 20

This spell allows to create a force bubble to prevent physical
material to pass through. This bubble is generally useful for going
underwater or passing through a poison gas field but it will still protect
you completely from hostile physical attack. Still it does no protect you
against mental or non-physical attacks. This also mean that you cannot
interact with thing outside your bubble. The duration of the spell is
variable and you can set extra mana to prevent other spell caster from
dispelling it. When you create the bubble you have control on what can stay
inside your bubble, so you cannot unwillingly trap somebody with you. This
bubble can only be cast on yourself.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FLAME CONTROL

Psychic talents    
   Energy Control TN 20
   Psychokinesis TN 20  
Law Invocation 
   Evocation ( Flame Spirit ) TN -1
Additional Modifiers
   Close range ( up to 25 meters ) 0
   Damage dice lowering to D4 TN -3
   Spell Save raise ( Half/Full ) TN +5
Mana Investment
   Nb Targets ( up to 4 ) 3
   Spell Duration 25 Round/Minutes 6
   Recursive damage per round/minute Variable
   Damage Dice Variable
Spell Minimum TN TN 21
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This spell is exactly the same as Pyro in X-Mens. You can
manipulate or expand fire as you wish but you cannot create it ( Bring
your match box (^_^) ). You can attack up to 4 targets in a round. They
receive a number of D4 damage according to mana investment. If they fail
their saves, they will suffer from recursive damage each of the following
round until they put their fire out. The spell last 25 rounds, which mean
that you can attack 4 different targets during 25 rounds. Doing so will
prevent you from performing other actions but stopping using flame control
wont break the spell. So you can do other actions and later, use flame
control again until the duration expires. Consider it like some kind of
invisible weapon that you can use when you want it. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
GASEOUS FORM

Psychic talents    
   Psychokinesis TN 15
   Transmutation TN 25
Law Invocation 
   Self-Knowledge ( Know how you body works ) TN -1
   Unity ( All particle are parts of person ) TN -1
Additional Modifiers
   Target range Self TN -3
   Undefined Effect ( Stay alive as gas ) TN +5
   Complexity Modifier ( Transform Back ) TN +10
Mana Investment
   Spell Duration Variable
   Mass to transform ( 1 M^3 ) 0
Spell Minimum TN 35

This spell allows you to transform your self into any kind of gas
including poisonous ones. You can decide anytime to change back your
original form. The duration of the spell is variable to mana investment.
When in gaseous form you mysteriously keep all your senses and your
consciousness. You can only be damaged if the particles of the gas gets
consumed. For example, you transform yourself in oxygen and a fire consume
your oxygen. This is very dangerous, and consider that if more than 1/4 of
the gas is consumed, the character will lose an arm or a leg. If more than
1/2 of the gas is consumed, consider the character dead.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ICE STORM

Material                           
   Book of meteorology
   Deity Symbol
Psychic talents    
   Energy Control 20
   Psychokinesis 15
Law Invocation 
   Law of Knowledge ( Book ) TN -1
   Case and Effect ( Meteorology ) TN -1
   Dynamic Balance ( Nature Cycles ) TN -1
   Optional Evocation ( Deity invocation ) Variable to Piety
   Optional Association ( Deity symbol ) TN -1
Additional Modifiers
   Long range TN +5
Mana Investment
   Damage dice Variable
   Spatial range factor ( 500M Radius ) 6
   Spell Duration ( 25 Round/Minute ) 6 or more
Spell Minimum TN TN 21
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This spell does 2 thing, first it creates the right meteorological
conditions to have an hail storm, second it makes the ice with the water
in the air. There is 2 limitations, it requires humidity in the air ( you
can't do that in a desert ) and the casting time cannot be lower than 15
minutes. All targets in a radius of 500 Meters will be struck by a ice
storm inflicting a variable number of D6 according to mana investment. The
storm will last 25 minutes. You can always recast the spell if there is
enough humidity in the air. Of course, you can previously use
transmutation to transform ether in the air to humidity which will allows
you to cast in a desert.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
MAGE ARMOR

Material                           
   Optional Deity/Spirit Symbol
Psychic talents
   Transmutation 25
   Psychokinesis 15                          
Law Invocation 
   Self-Knowledge (Know the space of your body) TN -1
   Optional Invocation ( Deity/Spirit) Variable to piety
   Optional Association ( Symbol ) TN -1
Additional Modifiers
   Target range self TN -3   
   Complexity modifier ( Movement ) TN +5
Mana Investment
   Spell Duration Variable
   Stat Bonus ( AC, Saves ) Variable
Spell Minimum TN TN 25

This spell move various kind of energy around the body of the
caster to protect him. If will give a bonus on his AC and his Saves
according to the mana invested ( up to +5 each ). The duration of the
spell is also variable. Since the defense field moves and take the shape
of the user, a complexity modifier has been added. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
MAGIC WEAPON

Psychic talents TN   
   Plane Control 15
Additional Modifiers
   Target Range touch TN -3
   Undefined effect Modifier TN +3
Mana Investment
   Stat Bonus ( Hit roll, Damages ) Variable
   Spell Duration ( 25 Minutes/Rounds ) 6
   Nb targets ( weapons ) Variable
Spell Minimum TN TN 15

This spell allows you to enchant a weapon to give them and
undefined bonus to damages and hit rolls ( up to +5 each ). You can affect
more than 1 weapon with your spell but you must touch all weapons you want
to enchant at the same time. The spell duration is fixed to 25 rounds. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
METEOR SWARM

Material                           
   Book of Astrology
Psychic talents
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   Teleportation TN 25
Law Invocation 
   Infinite Universe TN -1
Additional Modifiers
   Active Concentration TN -3
   Long Target range TN +5
Mana Investment
   Spell Duration ( 5 Round/Minutes ) 3
   Nb Target ( 20 Meteors ) 6
   Damage Dice Variable
Spell Minimum TN 26

This spell apport rocks from space and teleport them in the air. 
Then it let's the Law of gravity pull them to the ground. It send waves of
20 meteors per rounds until the spell expires. It will take at least 5
Minutes/Rounds before the 1st wave hit the grounds. Successive wave will
each of the following rounds. The meteor size is determined by the number
of mana invested in dice damage. The targeting of this spell is very
imprecise since there is not psychokinesis involved to move the meteors
where you want to. You can hit up to 20 different targets in round.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
POLYMORPH

Material                           
   Book of Biology
   Part of target Shape or picture/drawing of target or touch target
Psychic talents
   Biokinesis TN 25
   Psychokinesis TN 25
Law Invocation 
   Knowledge ( Book of biology ) TN -1
   Similarity ( Target shape ) TN -1
   Name ( Name of the target ) Variable
   Identification ( You can become another ) TN -1
Additional Modifiers
   Target range self TN -3
   Complexity Modifier TN +8
Mana Investment
   Spell Duration Variable
   Mass to transform ( 1 M^3 ) 0
Spell Minimum TN TN 27

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
VAMPIRIC TOUCH

Material                           
   Spirit Symbol
Psychic talents
   Plane Control TN 20
   Psychokinesis                                TN 15    
Law Invocation 
   Association ( Spirit symbol ) TN -1
   Invocation ( Vampiric spirit ) Variable to piety
Additional Modifiers
   Target Range touch TN -3
   Undefined Effect TN +3
Mana Investment
   Drain Dices Variable
   Nb of target 1 0
   Spell Duration instant 0
Spell Minimum TN 19
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You invoke a vampiric spirit to allow you to drain life energy

from a touched target. You amount of HP drained is half the damage
roll of the spell and you heal your self that amount of HP. The
number D6 drain dices is variable to mana investment. Since you are
draining abstract life energy, an undefined effect modifier has been added 
to the spell.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

>>>>>---------- Appendix D : Magic Items Examples ---------->>>>>>>>>>

This section contains a series of magical items related to spell
casting. These items will be listed with the complete creation procedures
to give you an example of item creation process.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Wand of Fire Ball ( 4632 Gp )

This magnificent wand is a triggering device that has a limited
number of times the spell fireball. The wand basically start with 10 charges
and they cannot be recharged. The fireball is a Close range ( max 25
Meters ) ) 5D6 damage spell with a 1.5 meter radius.

To create this item, you must first place the spell in the item
which is a TN 27 spell. Then we add an Expandable mana container
since the spell use 14 mana and we need 10 charges, a 140 mana container
is required. Since we want the item to cast the spell, we give the
transmutation talent to the item. We will give it a talent rank of 20 for
a 75% change of success. Use the following formulas to compute these :

Condensed Spell Spell TN ^2 x 1gp -> 25^2 x 1gp = 729 Gp
Mana container Size^2 x 1gp / 2 -> 140^2 x 1gp / 2 = 9800 Gp
Native Talent Rank^2 x 20 Gp -> 20^2 x 20 Gp = 8000 Gp

Since it is an expandable item where the activation of the wand is
done through a usage ( push a button ) we divide the total price by 4. For
a result of 4632 Gp.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ring of Power  ( 250 Gp, 1000 Gp, 2250 Gp, 4000 Gp, 6250 Gp )

This ring increase the magic power of you character. The bonus
range from +1 to +5. This item price Has bee determined by the magic power
formula which is :

Bonus^2 x 250 Gp

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Bracelet of Psychokinesis ( 1250 Gp, 5000 Gp, 11250 )

This bracelet of psychokinesis allows to give to a magic using
class the psychokinesis talent at a determined rank. There is 3 ranks
available : rank 5, 10 and 15 which each have a different price. To
create this item, I have use the native talent ability on an object with
he formula :

Talent rank ^2 x 50gp

If for example I wound have wanted to let even non-magic user use
this item with "will" triggering, I wound have multiplied the price by 3
which will have given the following price ranges : 3750, 15000, 33750.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Potion of Strength ( 636 Gold )

The potion of strength is a one time use item that will strengthen
you body to make you hit harder. If fact, you get a +5 to your damage for
the whole spell duration which is 25 Rounds/Minutes.

To create this item, you must make a 1 charge expandable
triggering device. The TN of the spell is 22 and the mana to invest is 11.
We will set a talent rank of 15 to receive a 50% probability of success.
Here are the formulas to compute these.

Condensed Spell Spell TN ^2 x 1gp -> 22^2 x 1gp = 484 Gp
Mana container Size^2 x 1gp / 2 -> 11^2 x 1gp / 2 = 60 Gp
Native Talent Rank^2 x 20 Gp -> 10^2 x 20 Gp = 2000 Gp

Since it is a usage expandable item ( must open bottle and drink )
you divide the final price by 4 for a total of 636 Gp.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Scroll of Meteor Swarm ( 232 Gp )

This scroll of meteor swarm is an expandable item that contains
the condensed spell and the mana required for the spell. But you still
need the required talents. The spell hit with 5D6 meteors

To create this item, you must first place the condensed spell
where the TN is 30. Then you must place a mana container equal to the
mana required for 1 casting which is 23 mana. Here are the formulas :

Condensed Spell Spell TN ^2 x 1gp -> 30^2 x 1gp = 900 Gp
Mana container Size^2 x 1gp / 2 -> 23^2 x 1gp / 2 = 264 Gp

Since only a magic users can use this scroll, divide the spell
price by 5, which gives 232 gp

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Rod of Call Lightning ( 784 Gp )

This ring allow to teach the spell "Call Lightning" and to cast it
instantaneously. The caster must still supply all the mana. He also has
control on the variables of mana investment for Damage dices or
Unresistance.

The TN of the spell will be 27 since the rod act as material for
the association law ( a ring would have removed this law ) and there is no
deity invocation. We use the following formula to determine the price.

Spell TN ^2 x 1gp -> 27^2 x 1gp = 784 Gp

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Staff of Healing ( 5696 Gp )

This staff contains various healing spells and a regenerating mana
container of 30 mana to be used optionally with theses spells. This staff
can be used has holy symbol if it match the character's deity. The
character must still have all the required talent to cast the spell.The
staff possess the following spells :

Cure Wounds Base TN 17
Cure Wounds Improved Base TN 22
Cure Wound Enhanced Base TN 22
Cure Poison Base TN 13
Cure Disease Base TN 22
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To create this Item, we 1st calculate the highest TN spell price.
Then we calculate all the other Spell price divided by 2. We then add the
rechargeable mana container divided by 2 since it can only be used for
these spells.

Highest Spells (CW Enh) Spell TN ^2 x 1gp -> 22^2 x 1 = 484 Gp
Cure Wounds Improved Spell TN ^2 x 1gp / 2 -> 22^2 x 1 / 2 = 242 Gp
Cure Disease Spell TN ^2 x 1gp / 2 -> 22^2 x 1 / 2 = 242 Gp
Cure Wounds Spell TN ^2 x 1gp / 2 -> 17^2 x 1 / 2 = 144 Gp
Cure Poisons Spell TN ^2 x 1gp / 2 -> 13^2 x 1 / 2 = 84 Gp
Mana Container Mana^2 x 10 Gp / 2 -> 30^2 x 10 / 2= 4500 Gp

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Circlet of Magic ( 4500 Gp )

This circlet of magic gives 2 abilities. First it gives you 2 free
mana that you can spell on all your spells. Second if gives you a 50
mana rechargeable container.

To create this item, you use the rechargeable mana container
formula and the free mana bonus formula below.

Mana Container Size^2 x 1gp -> 50^2 x 1gp = 2500 Gp
Free mana Bonus^2 x 500 Gp -> 2^2 x 500 Gp = 2000 Gp

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

>>>>>---------- Appendix E : Reference table list ---------->>>>>>>>>>

This section contains easy references tables to use during a game.
Theses tables are simply a copy of the tables found in this document.

----- Spell Casting Method -----
1 - Select a casting Methods
2 - Select your talents to use
3 - Invoke Appropriate laws of magic
4 - Channel mana and raise your spell
5 - Cast your spell
6 - Target use Anti-Psi to defend against the enemy spells.

----- Talent combination lowest rank modification-----
Highest ranking Bonus to lowest ranking
Each 3 ranks +1
or Each 5 ranks +2

>>>>> Mana Investment Tables >>>>>>>>>>

----- Damage/Heal spell number of dices rolled
Mana invested Nb dice
Default 1
2 2
4 3
8 4
14 5
22 6
32 7

----- Recursive damage/heal spell HP/MP per round -----
Mana Invested Points per round/minute
Default 1
3 2
6 3
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This is the maximum

----- Spatial magical range factor -----
Mana Invested ESP HC PK APSI ( 10^Lv km | 10^Lv m )
Default 10 KM 10 M
3 100 KM 100 M
6 1000 KM 1000 M
10 10000 KM 10000 M
15 100000 KM 100000 M

----- Temporal Magical range factor -----
Mana Invested ESP HC PK APSI ( 10^Lv+1 Min | 10^Lv-1 Min )
Default 100 Min 1 Min ( instant, 1 round )
3 1000 Min 10 Min
6 10000 Min 100 Min
10 100000 Min 1000 Min
15 1000000 Min 10000 Min

----- Spell duration -----
Mana invested ESP, HC PK APSI
Default 10 Min Instant
3 50 Min 1 - 5 Min
6 2 Hour 10 - 25 Min
10 10 Hour 30 - 125 Min
15 2 Days 2 - 10 Hours

----- Number of targets affected for non spatial spells -----
Mana Invested Any type of Talent
Default 1
3 3-5
6 10 - 25
10 50 -125
15 200 - 600

Stat Bonus/Malus : 1 mana per +1 per stat up to +5
Improved unresistance : 1 mana per +2 to save TN
Improved anti-counter-magic : 1 mana per +2 to counter magic TN
Counter magic : Each mana count as 2 counter magic mana

>>>>> Spell TN Modifiers >>>>>>>>>>

----- Raw talent combination penalty -----
#Psi Combine Penalty
2 TN + 4
3 TN + 9
4 TN + 16
5 TN + 25

----- Spell Raising : Saving throw results -----
TN Modification Save Successful Save Failure
Default Evade Full Effect
TN +5 Half Effect Full Effect
TN +10 Full Effect Full Effect

----- Spell Raising : Damage/heal dices -----
Tn Modification Dmg/Heal Dice
TN -3 D4
Default D6
TN +5 D8

----- Spell's target range modifiers -----
Target Range TN Modifier
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Touch/Self TN -3
Close Range ( Aprox. 30 Feet ) no modifier
Long Range ( Target in sight ) TN +5
Out of Sight but well known TN +10
Out of sight and unknown TN +15

Mana-Density TN Modifier

Very High -8
High -4
Normal 0
Low +6
Very Low +12
Zero Mana No Magic can be used

----- Other modifiers -----
Complexity modifier TN +3 to +15
Active Concentration TN -3
Range Attack roll TN -3
Undefined Effect modifier TN +3 to +5
Mana investment For each 5 mana, TN +1

>>>>> Other tables >>>>>>>>>>

----- Counter Magic Amplification and Dampening mana cost -----
Mana required Mana Modification Ratio
40%             / 5 1:2
35% / 3 1:1.88
30% / 2 1:1.66
25% / 1.5 1:1.32
35% x 1.5 1:1.42
60% x 2 1:1.66
100% x 3 1:2
125%            x 4 1:2.4

----- Spell casting time according to spell rank and character level -----
Spell Rank Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5
Level
1 100 80 60 40 20
2 95 76 56 36 16
3 90 72 52 32 13
4 85 68 48 28 10
5 80 64 44 24 8
6 76 60 40 20 6
7 72 56 36 17 4
8 68 52 32 14 2
9 64 48 28 11 1
10 60 44 25 8 1
11 56 40 22 6 1
12 52 36 19 4 -
13 49 32 16 2 -
14 46 29 13 1 -
15 43 26 10 1 -
16 40 23 8 1 -
17 37 20 6 - -
18 34 18 4 - -
19 32 16 2 - -
20 30 14 1 - -
21 28 12 1 - -
22 26 10 1 - -
23 24 8 1 - -
24 22 6 1 - -
25 20 4 1 - -
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...
Minimum 20 4 1 - -

----- Proportion of information received due to spell success -----
Info received : 40% + 5% x Margin of success.

>>>>>---------- Appendix F: Record Sheet ---------->>>>>>>>>>

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

        ATD20 System   Magic user Character sheet

Mana Dice/Max   _____  _____  Spell                        Rank
Current Mana      ____________
Magic Power       _____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
Deity Tapping   _____    ___________________________  [][][][][]
Mana Raising      _____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
Law Wisdom   _____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
Talent max rank   _____/_____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
Specialist talent _____          ___________________________  [][][][][]
Talents points/Lv _____+_____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
Magic Attrib/Mod  _____/_____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
Free Mana         _____          ___________________________  [][][][][]
                                 ___________________________  [][][][][] 

 ___________________________  [][][][][]
Talents    Val  Mod  Rnk   ___________________________  [][][][][]

 ___________________________  [][][][][]
Telepathy        ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
Sensing          ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
Plane Control    ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
Hypercognition   ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
BioKinesis       ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
Matter Control   ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
Energy Control   ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
Transmutation    ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
Teleportation    ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
Psychokinesis    ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
Subversion       ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
Ether Control    ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
Disrupt          ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
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________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]
________________ ____ ____ ____  ___________________________  [][][][][]

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
               Spell Recipe Record Sheets
Name _____________________________ | Name _____________________________
                                   |                                   
Material                           | Material                          
__________________________________ | __________________________________
__________________________________ | __________________________________
__________________________________ | __________________________________
__________________________________ | __________________________________
__________________________________ | __________________________________
                                   |                                   
Psychic talents               TN   | Psychic talents               TN  
___________________________  _____ | ___________________________  _____
___________________________  _____ | ___________________________  _____
___________________________  _____ | ___________________________  _____
___________________________  _____ | ___________________________  _____
Base TN ( Highest of above)  _____ | Base TN ( Highest of above)  _____
                                   |                                   
Law Invocation                Mod  | Law Invocation                Mod 
___________________________  _____ | ___________________________  _____
___________________________  _____ | ___________________________  _____
___________________________  _____ | ___________________________  _____
___________________________  _____ | ___________________________  _____
___________________________  _____ | ___________________________  _____
___________________________  _____ | ___________________________  _____
___________________________  _____ | ___________________________  _____
Total law modifier      _____ | Total law modifier           _____
                                   |                                   
Additional Modifier           Mod  | Additional Modifier           Mod 
Save Type (       /       )  _____ | Save Type (       /       )  _____
Dmg/Heal dice Type D_____    _____ | Dmg/Heal dice Type D_____    _____
Base Mana channel Penalty    _____ | Base Mana channel Penalty    _____
Target Range ______________  _____ | Target Range ______________  _____
___________________________  _____ | ___________________________  _____
___________________________  _____ | ___________________________  _____
___________________________  _____ | ___________________________  _____
Total Additional Modifiers   _____ | Total Additional Modifiers   _____
                                   |                                   
Spell TN ( TN + modifiers )  _____ | Spell TN ( TN + modifiers )  _____
                                   |                                   
Mana Investment   Param      Mana  | Mana Investment   Param      Mana 
Space/Nb target ___________  _____ | Space/Nb target ___________  _____
Duration        ___________  _____ | Duration        ___________  _____
Unresistance    TN +_______  _____ | Unresistance    TN +_______  _____
Anti-C.Magic    TN +_______  _____ | Anti-C.Magic    TN +_______  _____
Anti Psi mana   ______ Mana  _____ | Anti Psi mana   ______ Mana  _____
______________  ___________  _____ | ______________  ___________  _____
______________  ___________  _____ | ______________  ___________  _____
______________  ___________  _____ | ______________  ___________  _____
Total Minimum mana required  _____ | Total Minimum mana required  _____
                                   |                                   
Description and casting Procedures | Description and casting Procedures
__________________________________ | __________________________________
__________________________________ | __________________________________
__________________________________ | __________________________________
__________________________________ | __________________________________
__________________________________ | __________________________________
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__________________________________ | __________________________________
__________________________________ | __________________________________
__________________________________ | __________________________________
__________________________________ | __________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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